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The goal of the study was to refine our current understanding of Finnish pension 

institutions’ strategies of responsible investing. The sample of the qualitative study 

consisted of interviews of representatives from six Finnish pension funds. The findings 

suggested that responsible investment is partly confused concept. General approach is 

responsibility being part of investment decision-making and that portfolio managers have 

important role. Some have responsible investment specialist or steering group. It depends 

of the asset class how challenging the responsible investment implementation is and 

different asset classes have considerably unequal approaches. Derivatives are rarely 

considered in responsible investment strategies. Some institutions have more developed 

methods for estimating RI performance, while others trust more on their intuition. Pension 

funds are not actively cooperating with each other. Competition between pension funds 

appeared as significant factor amongst private pension funds, whereas requirements from 

owners or highest management in context of public pension funds. For public pension 

funds RI is tightly connected to risk management, while private pension funds rarely 

consider it as part of risk management. Extra-financial returns or impact investing are 

sometimes regarded as charity, which could suggest that pension funds still focus on 

financial returns above all. Things seen as RI’s possibilities among pension funds are 

rather different than things driving RI’s mainstreaming. 
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Tutkielman tavoite oli tarkentaa nykyistä ymmärrystämme suomalaisten eläkeyhtiöiden 

vastuullisen sijoittamisen strategioista. Laadullisen tutkielman otos sisälsi kuuden 

suomalaisen eläkeyhtiön edustajien haastattelut. Löydökset osoittivat, että vastuullinen 

sijoittaminen on osittain sekava käsite. Yleisen lähestymistavan mukaan vastuullinen 

sijoittaminen on osa sijoituspäätösten tekoa ja salkunhoitajilla on tärkeä rooli. Joillain 

eläkerahastoilla on vastuullisen sijoittamisen asiantuntija tai ohjausryhmä. Riippuu 

omaisuuslajista, kuinka haastavaa vastuullisen sijoittamisen implementointi on ja eri 

omaisuuslajeilla on huomattavan erilaiset lähestymistavat. Johdannaisia harvoin 

huomioidaan vastuullisen sijoittamisen strategioissa. Joillain instituutioilla on 

kehittyneemmät tavat arvioida vastuullisen sijoittamisen strategian tulosta, kun taas toiset 

luottavat enemmän intuitioonsa. Eläkerahastot eivät aktiivisesti tee yhteistyötä. Kilpailu 

eläkeyhtiöiden välillä oli tärkeä tekijä yksityisten eläkerahastojen välillä, kun taas 

omistajien ja ylimmän johdon vaatimukset julkisilla toimijoilla. Julkisilla toimijoilla 

vastuullinen sijoittaminen on tiukasti sidottu riskienhallintaan, kun taas yksityiset 

eläkerahastot harvoin ajattelevat sitä osana riskienhallintaa. Muita kuin rahallisia tuottoja 

tai vaikuttavuussijoittamista pidetään joskus hyväntekeväisyytenä, mikä viittaa siihen, että 

rahallista tuottoa pidetään tärkeimpänä. Tekijät, joita pidetään vastuullisen sijoittamisen 

mahdollisuuksina, ovat melko erilaisia kuin tekijät, jotka edistävät vastuullista sijoittamista. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

 

On current financial markets pension funds are facing challenges as they are trying to 

invest successfully. The world is struggling with problems arising from the financial 

system and global warming. At the same time millennials are becoming more influential 

as population in general is aging in several countries. From these circumstances the 

topic of this study, responsible investment is reaching the point to be firmly established 

and it is useful to explore the responsible investment strategies of pension funds in 

Finland.  

 
Responsible investing (RI), that considers environmental, social and governance 

(ESG) issues in sustainable manners, is multidimensional and developing concept. 

Another common concept with similar meaning is socially responsible investing (SRI). 

Various other names and alternative definitions of the concept which are discussed in 

the literature, are introduced this study. Nevertheless, the name responsible investing 

is used throughout this study for clarity. Finnish pension funds and organizations such 

as Tela and Finsif are also using the name RI.  

 

Global warming is a topical issue and all over the world people are paying more 

attention to it. Environmental problems caused by humans, for example air and water 

pollution, hazardous waste and greenhouse gases, have been identified long time ago, 

but until recently they have not been taken too seriously (CPCU, 2009, 2). 

Nevertheless, measuring global warming and estimating the risks arising from it are 

challenging, and going green does not necessarily mean the same thing across various 

businesses. Despite the complexity of the topic, long term economical risks from 

environmental issues have been recognized, and companies as well as investors have 

started to manage these risks. (CPCU, 2009, 1, 2) Global warming is one of the drivers 

for RI. 
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The financial crisis revealed a problem of concentrating on the short-term performance; 

it draws investor’s attention away from the long-term risks (Woods & Urwin, 2010, 1). 

Sethi (2005, 99) argued that investment decisions based on short term criteria are not 

wise, and ignoring RI practices will be dangerous for institutional investors. Additionally, 

supervisory of the banking industry in European Union was not sufficient before the 

financial crisis. This led to moral hazards within the industry and banks took excessive 

risks and finally caused the recent crisis. (Sepi, 2010, 4) Pensioners suffered from the 

financial crisis in some European countries as their income decreased due to losses in 

pension funds. In the EU area, the population is ageing, and pension funds should 

therefore operate in sustainable and durable way. (Sievänen, 2014, 314) According to 

Graaf & Slager (2009, 73) the current crisis underlines investors’ responsibility of the 

financial market’s health. Among other drivers, financial crisis has made RI a topical 

issue. 

 

Pension institutions have become influential because of their significant holdings (Sethi, 

2005, 99). The size of Finnish pension funds was 180.3 billion euros in 2016 (Tela, 

2016b). In addition to the size of their holdings, they are special because of their 

intergenerational role as they should plan how to ensure the funding of pensions in the 

future.  In the OECD counties, pension funds’ assets are forming 34 % of gross 

domestic product (GDP) (Sievänen, 2014, 310), whereas in Finland pension assets 

were forming 82.9 % of GDP in 2013 (Tela, 2016a). Greater percentage indicates better 

possibilities to ensure sufficient benefits for future pensioners (Tela, 2016a). According 

to Tela (2016b) Finland is well prepared to growing pension payments in the future. 

These arguments illustrate Finnish pension funds’ remarkable role in the society. 

 
Since the financial crisis started, many have become concerned about the ethics of 

investors’ behaviour (Scholtens & Sievänen, 2013, 605). Sepi (2010, 1-2) argues that 

financial institutions have not been acting ethically during recent years. To gain back 

public trust on financial market, it is important to emphasize ethical values (Scholtens 

& Sievänen, 2013, 605). According to Pwc (2012, 6) millennials, who are becoming 
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more influential, are driving RI as they are more interested in responsible products and 

services than previous generation. Additionally, according to Juravled and Lewis (2010, 

483) people’s values have been changing. The financial crisis made millennials 

conservative and cautious. In general, they do not trust financial institutions or that 

social security system could cover their future pensions. They also consider socially 

responsible organizations valuable whereas earlier generation concentrated solely on 

the financial performance. Millennials are independent, and they are eager to 

participate in making the world a better place. From wealth management, they demand 

transparency that regards social and environmental features among others. (Ernst, 

Hauber & Kobler, 2016, 1, 4-6)  

 

Undoubtedly RI has become a topical issue after financial crisis (Scholtens & Sievänen, 

2013, 605). General attitude toward RI issues is slowly changing according to 
Lydenberg & Sinclair (2009, 49). About a decade ago someone promoting RI could 

have been considered even as a bit abnormal, but not anymore (Lydenberg & Sinclair, 

2009, 49). Still some professionals are suspicious, for instance a chief executive in 

asset management company has suggested in 2013 that pension funds should not 

obey RI recommendations, since it might affect the profits negatively (Terry, 2013, 58). 

Lydenberg & Sinclair (2009, 48) also argue that RI is far from acknowledged. 

Nevertheless, after the recent crisis, the chance in attitude is going to be permanent 

according to European Economic and Social Committee (2010, 1).  

 

Public institutions can have powerful influence on the market by acting as an example 

and major catalyst (Sepi, 2010, 2-3). According to Marlowe (2014, 355) public pensions’ 

influence was significant as RI evolved. Watt (2007, 17) discusses that pension 

institutions are showing the way regarding to RI, although institutional investors usually 

are not amongst those who introduce new practices. Pension funds might take the lead 

regarding RI investing. 

As RI is becoming mainstream (Gifford, 2010) and a permanent activity (Caplan, 

Griswold & Jarvis, 2013, 1) after being rather niche activity, it is discovered in this study 
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how Finnish pension funds are applying RI practices. One reason why Finnish pension 

institutions are under examination is that in the Nordic countries the most remarkable 

contribution to RI is undertaken by institutional investors, especially by pension funds. 

Pension industry in Finland is significant part of finance industry for instance compared 

to Sweden. (Scholtens & Sievänen, 2013, 605, 611) Thus it is interesting to explore 

how Finnish pension funds are practicing RI currently.  

 

In general, existing literature focuses mainly on mutual funds, but pension investing is 

less studied (Blake et al., 2013, 1133-1134). Marlowe (2014, 339) conducted a 

performance comparison between RI investments and pension funds, and he 

mentioned that this kind of study was the first of its kind. Some recent articles are giving 

US and UK pension institutions advice on how to implement RI strategies, but there are 

few researches on how the pension funds are currently managing RI issues in practice. 

 

RI industry has a short history in Finland (Fyrqvist & Källström & Puttonen, 2012, 85) 

and there is a gap in academic research on Finnish pension institutions’ adoption of RI. 

Some research (Sievänen, 2014) has been conducted on RI linked to pension 

institutions, but as the industry is developing rapidly, new research is relevant. Articles 

covering RI on Finnish pension industry (Mäkinen, 2008; Scholtens & Sievänen, 2013) 

are mainly discussing the topic at rather general level. Mäkinen (2008) studied the RI 

strategies of pension insurance companies in Finland, but his focus is on hedge funds 

and the study excludes significant pension institutions managing public sector’s 

pensions. These arguments suggest that RI investing connected to Finnish pension 

funds is an area that requires additional research. 

 

Based on these facts it is important to fill the gap and interesting to study Finnish 

pension institutions’ practices on RI style investing, and discuss the drivers and 

impediments for emphasizing RI theme in their investment policies. This study explores 
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the responsible investment strategies of Finnish pension funds.  Compared to 

Mäkinen’s (2008) study, this new study is regarding all asset classes and the institution 

that was missing in his study. This study focuses on major pension institutions (pension 

insurance companies, Keva, Church Pension Fund and VER) that manage 

approximately 69 per cent of all insured that pertain to the earnings-related pension 

acts (Finnish Centre for Pensions, 2014a). 

 

1.2 Research objectives, delimitations and theoretical framework 
The goal of this study is to refine our current understanding of Finnish pension 

institutions’ strategies of responsible investing. The main objective of this descriptive 

study is to review how responsible investing issues are currently being managed in 

Finnish pension institutions. 

 

Research question: 

What kind of responsible investing strategies pension institutions in Finland 

currently have?  

 

Sub-questions: 

1) What are the drivers and impediments of responsible investment strategies?  

 

2) How the strategies differ from each other?  

 

For instance, investment managers’ values, attitudes and prejudice impact on the 

willingness to adopt RI investing. Besides, external pressure from the public and 

regulators can encourage the implementation of RI. Drivers and impediments are 

discussed more specifically in the literature review of this study. RI is developing quickly 

and pension funds have various RI approaches and styles to choose from, thus the RI 
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strategies might differ from each other. RI style’s potential impact on investment returns 

might be considered either as a possibility or threat of emphasizing responsible 

investment strategies in the investment policies of pension institutions. 

 

Delimitations have been set to conduct the study effectively. Some of the smallest and 

thus less significant institutions are excluded to maintain the workload reasonable. 

Those institutions are Etera, Pensionalandia and Veritas that together manage 

relatively small portion, 5.1 % (Tela, 2015), of all pension companies' pension assets. 

This study also excludes special pension providers, industry-wide pension funds and 

company pension funds. The literature review is limited to cover responsible investment 

and pension funds in context of institutional investors implementing RI. However, 

Finnish pension system per se is not discussed in more detail and institutional investing 

is introduced only on general level. Since the focus of this study is to explore RI 

strategies of Finnish pension funds, it is reasonable to describe RI per se on rather 

general level as well, and illustrate that versatile investing style with some examples. 

 

Theoretical framework of this study consists of responsible investment performed by 

pension funds that must consider special features of institutional investing. Pension 

funds provide earnings related benefits for retired employees. All pension funds that 

are in the scope of this study are institutional investors, meaning they have professional 

status and large fund size that bring special features in investing. Responsible investing 

is emphasizing ESG issues compared to conventional investment style. This study 

explores responsible investing strategies in the context of institutional pension fund 

investors. 
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Figure 1. Theoretical framework 

 

1.3 Research methods and data 
 

This study begins with careful planning of the research design to enhance the reliability 

and validity of the study. Research methods and the empirical data under examination 

are defined in the following chapters.  

 

In the literature review earlier research on the topic is discussed to form the frame of 

reference of the study as a result. The research approach is qualitative since the 

responsible investing strategies of pension institutions are defined and compared. 

Further, the type of the research is descriptive.  

 

Responsible investing of pension 
institutions

Responsible 
Investment

Institutional 
Investing

Pension 
Fund
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The empirical part focuses on major pension institutions in Finland. The Finnish 

pension insurance market is rather concentrated (Ahonen, 2011, 110). Seven pension 

insurance companies dominate in the management of the pension funds. Private sector 

employers and self-employed workers can choose the company, but public sector 

workers’ pensions are managed mainly by one specific institution which cannot be 

changed. (Barr, 2013, 46) The units of analysis (Friesen, 2010, 104) are the pension 

insurance companies and the institutions managing public sector’s pension assets. 

Consequently, Elo, Ilmarinen, Varma and public sector pension institutions Keva, The 

pension fund of the Central Church Fund and VER are the companies in focus. Public 

sector funds are included as they are important part of Finnish pension system. Yet it 

should be regarded that they are not completely comparable with other companies 

since the regulation controlling them is different than the others have (Finnish Centre 

for Pensions, 2011), either are they facing the competition similarly as the others.  

 

The research method used to collect empirical data in this study is personal interviews. 

Therefore the data type utilized in this study is primary data, as the data is collected for 

the first time by the researcher (Kothari, 2004, 95). Additional data can be gathered 

from public reports of pension institutions. Six persons working with RI issues are 

interviewed, and they all are from different Finnish pension funds. Similar pre-described 

list of questions is used in all interviews as a comparative method to conduct this study 

as Kothari (2004, 3, 7, 97) suggests. Flexible semi-structured interview technique is 

used in this study. The interview includes both closed-ended and open-ended 

questions, which allows interviewer to ask additional questions if needed. This makes 

it possible to observe new ideas and potentially gain some unexpected information. 

(Friesen, 2010, 94) To add some merits of interviews, it is argued that one can get more 

information using that method. The interviewer perhaps could beat the possible 

resistance and control that a right person answers the question as Kothari (2004, 98) 

had suggested. Those features are increasing the reliability and validity of the study. 
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1.4 Structure of the study 
This study consists of five chapters. First chapter includes background of the study, 

and the research problem, objectives and delimitations. Chapter two discusses about 

previous literature about the topic of this study. Chapter three includes the empirical 

study of Finnish pension funds RI strategies. In addition to presentation of the results 

of the empirical research, in this chapter the results are also compared to earlier 

research. Chapter four consists of the summary of this study and conclusions derived 

from the results.  
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2 Theoretical basis of responsible investment within pension funds 
 

2.1 Institutional investing – pension funds’ perspective 
Pension investing has some unique features. First, legislation is guiding the investment 

of pension funds in Finland. The future earning-related pension contributions are 

desired to decrease by investing the assets profitably and securely. Private sector 

pension providers must also obey the solvency regulations that set the constraints for 

their risk-taking. (Tela, 2014a, 1) Second, fiduciary duty that pension funds have is 

causing debate about whether they should consider RI or not. Third, large fund size is 

benefitting pension funds, but on the other hand also generating some challenges. 

Fourth, it is worth introducing some other aspects pension funds must deal with during 

the whole life cycle of investment, beginning with developing the investment strategy 

and ending up to measurement of the investment result. For example, short-termism, 

relative performance evaluation (RPE) and universal ownership (UO) are issues to 

consider. Those will be discussed more specifically later in this study. Pension funds 

should pay attention to all these points mentioned above when defining and 

implementing their investment strategy.  
 

 

2.1.1 Characteristics of institutional investors 
Mutual funds, insurance companies and pension funds are called institutional investors. 

Common feature amongst institutional investors are large portfolios they are managing. 

Their long-term investments consist mainly of equities and bonds, and act as buffers 

on capital markets during financial distress. (OECD, 2011, 146) Pension plans normally 

use delegated portfolio management and employ fund managers to invest their assets. 

Three decades ago UK pension funds normally used one balanced investment 

manager whose mandate was covering all asset classes. (Blake et al., 2013, 1134, 

1172) Blake et al. (2013, 1172) argue that nowadays pension funds tend to utilize 

multiple specialized asset managers, and add that decentralizing and the use of 
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specialized managers lower risk and improve the performance. The development has 

been immense during the period comparable to one’s career length, as the recent 

theory of universal ownership is discussing about owning a slice of everything (Urwin, 

2011, 26) Woods and Urwin. (2010, 5) discuss about sustainability’s wider aspect, and 

mention that investors should consider functioning of the entire economic system. The 

concept of universal ownership is regarding this issue, as universal owners think that 

they own a piece of the entire economy and the financial market through their portfolios 

(Urwin, 2011, 26).  The well-being of whole financial markets and the economy is 

instrumental in reaching the targeted investment return (Graaf & Slager, 2009, 73).  

 

According to Urwin (2011, 26) investing sustainably enhances the prospects of the 

economy and the markets, and thus enhances the prospects of universal asset owners’ 

portfolios. Urwin (2011, 26) discusses that adjusting the collaboration between the state 

and the market could facilitate universal owners’ activities that are advantaging both 

their beneficiaries and the society. Graaf & Slager (2009, 73) add that asset manager 

who has invested in certain company should consider company’s impact on economy 

and society because it also affects the performance of the whole fund in the long term.  

 

Urwin (2011, 26) describes that active ownership and ESG integration are part of 

universal owners’ investment strategies, and continues that they also cooperate with 

other investors to generate network benefits. The methods of universal owners are 

needed in the world with scarcity of resources and increasing complexity (Urwin, 2011, 

26). Hawley & Williams (2007, 415, 416) add that this new trend in institutional investing 

is linked to long term thinking, which supports the idea of responsible investing. 

According to Marlowe (2014, 356), a portfolio mimicking the whole market can be 

already constructed of RI investments. Nevertheless, this differs from the idea of 

universal ownership as universal owners consider holding the non-RI investments in 

their portfolios as well. 
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2.1.2 Institutional investing - challenges and potential solutions 
Institutional investors can benefit from the economies of scale for example as the costs 

decrease (Anson, 2005, 42). As the portfolio size grows, large institutional investors 

may face challenges arising from diseconomies of scale according to Bernstein et al. 

(2013, 235). Investment strategies tailored to mid-sized institution may not work well 

for larger organizations, and funds may have difficulties finding enough desirable 

investments and maintaining sufficient return level for the whole portfolio as they 

become larger. One more challenge for institutional investors is that trading large 

blocks of equity has an impact to the market prices in a way that lowers the profits of 

that strategy. (Bernstein et al., 2013, 235) As pension institutions holdings are so 

significant in size, it is not easy to sell the assets without unwanted consequences on 

stock markets. Selling large equity positions at once would reduce the stock prices and 

further decrease the value of pension fund’s holdings. (Sethi, 2005, 100) Potential 

solutions for these problems are discussed next. 

 

The scale of diseconomies is causing weaker returns, and as a response to that 

pension funds are searching for novel asset classes, which according to Blake et al. 

(2013, 1172-1173) will inevitably emerge in present asset classes. Bernstein et al. 

(2013, 235) are discussing about various approaches that sovereign wealth funds must 

overcome the problems arising from the scale of diseconomies. Some may prefer 

investing mostly into liquid and transparent assets, which requires less specialized staff 

in the investment departments, whereas others may divide portfolio to smaller funds 

that are managed separately. Those sophisticated funds can then have very different 

investment strategies, many of them focusing on private equity, real estate and other 

illiquid assets, but naturally they employ more experts. (Bernstein et al., 2013, 235) 

Anson (2005, 41) suggest establishing separate portfolios for different purposes, such 

as for alpha or beta strategies or for generating sufficient cash flows. Blake et al. (2013, 

1135) argue that decentralization results to higher costs and coordination problem, but 

it brings several potential benefits for growing pension funds. Different investment 

strategies are discussed in more detail later in this study. 
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When the public asset management is in question, some unique challenges may arise 

because of politics are involved. Bernstein et al. (2013, 228) discuss that if the fund 

management is influenced by politics, domestic investments are more usual, but when 

funds are managed externally, international investments are more common. Besides, 

diplomatic rows have emerged when Norway's Government Pension Fund has 

excluded significant holdings from Icelandic and US based companies. (Bernstein et 

al., 2013, 235) Other institutional investors might face similar challenges considering 

that exclusion technique is one way to implement ESG to investment strategy as 

discussed before. 

 

The system structure encourages concentrating on the short-term return maximization, 

one reason being the reward system of the financial intermediaries. Considering the 

large asset positions, pension institutions depend on analysts’ advice as selecting 

targets to invest in. The evidence shows that among other financial intermediaries, 

analysts are a little too eager to make larger profits at the expense of their clients that 

use their services. (Sethi, 2005, 104) Even if financial intermediaries were caught of 

misconduct, their clients are usually not fully compensated for the time and money they 

have lost. (Sethi, 2005, 105) Next two specific challenges, relative performance 

evaluation and short-termism are introduced in more detail. These both hinder pension 

funds’ implementation of RI. 

 

2.1.2.1 Relative performance evaluation 
As ESG issues are being considered more widely amongst pension funds, Himick 

(2010, 159) argues that compensation practices in the industry continue to focus on 

relative performance evaluation (RPE). RPE technique compares investor’s 

performance to the performance of benchmark which can be market in general or 

certain peer group (Himick, 2010, 159). According to Himick (2010, 158) this can cause 

challenges to implementation of ESG factors. He explains that because ESG investing 
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has extra-financial aims, RPE technique is no longer appropriate as it focuses solely 

on financial aims (Himick, 2010, 159). 

 

RPE causes portfolio managers to behave similarly as they try to beat their benchmarks 

and be among the best of their peer group. Therefore, when making the investment 

decisions, they try not to differ too much from the assigned benchmark. (Himick, 2010, 

168) According to Anson (2005, 42) institutional investors’ long-term funding goals 

might also be more difficult to reach because of herding. Although RPE technique 

evolved once in the different circumstances, regulation still encourages using RPE. But 

as financial markets continue changing, the evaluation system should be developed to 

include alternative, non-financial measures of success if we are to emphasize 

consideration of ESG factors. (Himick, 2010, 169) 

 

2.1.2.2 Short-termism 
According to Sievänen (2014, 320) pension funds wish to benefit from RI by getting 

long-term advantages, but at the same time they are not willing to lower short-term 

return expectations. Critics argue that adopting RI is costly because fund must organize 

the portfolio again while excluding certain investments - on the other hand all strategic 

changes cost as well (Butler, 2006, 45). Regulation intensifies the short-termism also 

in Finland according to OECD (2011, 153). To defeat this challenge, OECD (2011, 153) 

suggests changing the regulatory framework.  

 

In addition, Levis & Juravle (2010, 491) demonstrated that the financial industry itself 

has attempted to overcome short-termism. For example, markets have established 

loyalty-shares that are designed to benefit long-term investors and thus would be 

solution to overcome short-termism. Additional rewarding mechanisms have also been 
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developed, such as extra shares, voting rights and dividends, as well as loyalty-

warrants, to mention some. (Bolton & Samama, 2013, 95) 

 

2.2 Responsible investing  
 

The concept and practical implementation of RI are defined next. RI is recognizing 

ethical, social and environmental aspects of investments (Scholtens & Sievänen, 2013, 

605). There are myriad of names used when discussed about this topic, but RI is 

noticed to be the most common of them (Eccles & Viviers, 2012, 4). Eccles & Viviers 

are suggesting that the exact meaning of names connected to RI needs to be clarified 

(2012, 11). Under same topic it is discussed about environmental, social and corporate 

governance (ESG) issues that are also closely related to RI (Eccles & Viviers, 2012, 1; 

Scholtens & Sievänen, 2013, 606). The selection of allowed investment types is 

expanding due to broadening definition of RI (Marlowe, 2014, 338). And because under 

the ESG concept can be listed countless cases, it is not possible to produce complete 

description of it (Tela, 2014a).  

 

2.2.1 Definition and discussion of responsible investing 
 

The most recent definitions of RI are being discussed in this study due to young and 

developing concept. Berry & Junkus (2013, 708) are suggesting that RI can be defined 

as investment decisions connected to societal issues and personal values. They remind 

that RI is yet lacking theoretical financial framework which could be used when making 

RI style investment decisions. They also mention it is difficult to develop uniform 

description of corporate social responsibility (CSR) approach, which is closely related 

to RI, in complicated international environment. Marlowe (2014, 343) mentions that no 

standard definition exists, and at best, the industry defines that the SRI investments 

have additional non-financial goals compared to conventional investing strategies. 
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One definition of RI-styles is to include screening, shareholder advocacy, and 

community investment (Gay & Klaassen, 2005, 46). According to Fyrqvist et al., (2012, 

86) RI investments are divided to core and broad style investments, but Eurosif (2012, 

12) argues that core and broad division is no longer applicable. In more recent review 

Caplan et al (2013, 1-3) do not talk about core and broad division when describing RI 

themes. Caplan et al (2013, 1) are arguing that responsible investing (RI) consists of 

three top categories which are socially-responsible investing (SRI), impact investing 

and environmental, social and governance investing (ESG). 

 

However, Woods and Urwin (2010, 4) argue that RI and ethical investing are species 

of SRI. Woods and Urwin (2010, 2) suggest pension funds the concept of sustainable 

investing. They argue that this concept is flexible and that “a sustainable investing 

approach requires RI’s ESG inclusiveness and active ownership, but also emphasizes 

the importance of long-term, intergenerational awareness” (2010, 4, 5). 
 

As illuminated before with several examples, RI is a confused term. In 2012 three 

organizations published frameworks which include definitions of strategies of 

responsible investing; UN Principles for Responsible investment (UN PRI), European 

Fund and Asset Management Association (EFAMA) and Eurosif. They still have 

differences, but the concepts are converging. (Eurosif, 2012, 11) Despite of some 

controversies in the literature, responsible investing includes ESG issues and long-term 

perspective, which makes it sustainable investing approach according to Principles for 

Responsible Investment (2015). 

 

 
 

2.2.1.1 Development of responsible investing 
Accorging to Hill, Ainscough, Shank & Manullang, (2007, 167) roots of RI are in the 

1940s, but not until recently it has become popular. Globalization, technological 

development and general awareness of ecological and social issues have affected to 

the popularity of RI since the 1980s (Sepi, 2010, 5). According to Marlowe (2014, 337) 
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public pensions have been among the first to adopt ESG screening in their investment 

decision-making. It can be noted that RI has been studied actively during recent years, 

since more and more SRI articles are being published, (Eccles & Viviers, 2012, 3) and 

perhaps this describes the increase of common interest of RI.  

 

Responsible investing per se is most common among institutional investors. 

Differences between countries can be found when the status of RI is compared 

internationally, or between retail and institutional investors. UK and France have been 

leading the way as RI pioneers in Europe. (Franch, Vivó, 2009, 32, 52-53) Considering 

the size of the pension fund, Sievänen et al. (2013, 137) suggest that mid-size pension 

funds are not committed to responsible investing as much as smallest or largest funds. 

 

Sievänen (2014, 315) conducted a study in Belgium and Finland in 2009, and found 

that four of ten pension funds had a RI strategy. The status of Finnish RI market 

originates from the facts that previously the RI asset managers were missing, and 

media and NGOs did not pay much attention to RI issues (Sievänen, 2014, 315). 

According to Eurosif, the size of the impact investing market, one of SRI styles, was 

measured for the first time in 2012, and the market is expected to grow (Eurosif, 2012, 

7). The growth of SRI’s popularity has affected the emergence of new related 

institutions, services and products (Sepi, 2010, 6, 7). Woods and Urwin (2010, 15) 

argue that all investments are responsible in the future. Juravled and Lewis (2010, 492) 

refine that all lucrative investments are going to be sustainable.  

 

Contributed by UN PRI, ESG issues are being integrated to mainstream investment 

analysis and selection, which is important sign of progress (Woods & Urwin, 2010, 2). 

The portion of responsible investing (RI) assets in pension funds’ portfolios was less 

than 2 percent in 2000, but the recent findings suggest that most pension fund assets 

can be considered socially responsible (Marlowe, 2014, 338, 355). Authorities are 

promoting RI which may support the general acceptance of it. OECD and EU are trying 
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to develop pension systems to more sustainable direction (Sievänen, 2014, 310) and 

EU has given official recommendation that suggests increasing promotion and 

education of RI issues (Sepi, 2010, 1-2). Reasons for growth are governmental 

recommendations but also legislative reasons and investor desire. Institutions have 

taken ESG issues into account voluntarily as well to avoid bad reputation. (Lydenberg 

& Sinclair, 2009, 49) Companies being investment targets are motivated to enhance 

their ESG performance, because exclusion of single securities based on certain ESG 

criteria is one of the RI strategies (Sepi, 2010, 2). One sign of the trend is that retail 

investors are increasing their ethical consuming by buying organic and fair trade 

products (Lydenberg & Sinclair, 2009, 49). Marlowe (2014, 337) mentions that much of 

RI’s growth is from RI products targeted to retail investors, and that part of the growth 

derive from broadening definition of the concept of RI. Among others, scientists and 

media have promoted RI, and financial markets have started to respond to these new 

needs (Juravled and Lewis, 2010, 483). 

 

RI industry has a short history in Finland, but Fyrqvist & Källström & Puttonen (2012, 

85) argue RI is believed to become even more important area of development in the 

future. Investors are becoming more interested of the issue, and external pressure is 

significant as well. RI style investing has been growing faster than investing in general. 

(Fyrqvist et al., 2012, 85, 86) Further, Marlowe (2014, 337) suggests that RI style has 

already become mainstream during recent years, and he adds that the growth of RI will 

probably continue. 

 

2.2.2 Pension funds as responsible investors 
 
Pension investing has some special features resulting from their institutional status, for 

instance large fund size as well as fiduciary duty. These characteristics are causing 

both benefits and challenges that investor should consider when planning investment 

strategy and making concrete investment decisions. Besides, pension funds are part 
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of financial system which has some recognized structural problems, although 

competitive and self-regulating markets have many supporters (Sethi, 2005, 105). The 

special features might act both as a catalyst or an impediment for the growth of RI. 

 

It might be worth questioning whether pension funds should regard RI style when 

defining their investment strategies. Before considering RI, pension funds have had 

conventional investing strategies that have only financial goals (Marlowe, 2014, 343).  

Some studies (Sethi, 2005, 99; Woods & Urwin, 2010, 1) recommend RI for pension 

institutions and other institutional investors, and Sethi (2005, 99) even argues it is a 

must for them to include RI practices in their investment strategies. Pension funds 

should manage long term environmental and social risks according to Woods & Urwin 

(2010, 15) They also argue that the financial crisis acted as an incentive for pension 

funds to review their investment strategies in a new light and the crisis also exposed 

some deficiencies in the investment approaches those institutions had been using. 

However, interest to RI in pension institutions is growing (Sievänen, 2014, 310) and 

some pension funds have already started to regard sustainability in their investment 

strategies consequently (Woods & Urwin, 2010, 1).  

 

Fiduciary duty obliges pension fund trustees to manage assets on behalf of fund 

beneficiaries. (Himick, 2010, 168) It is argued that fund trustees should focus on certain 

rate of return, concentrating solely on the financial criteria on their investment decision-

making. (Himick, 2010, 168; Sethi, 2005, 102) Extra-financial goals are argued to 

conflict with the fiduciary duty of pension trustees (Himick, 2010; Woods & Urwin, 

2010). On the other hand, pension funds should seek better returns with manners that 

make the whole economy healthier (Sethi, 2005, 103). Graaf & Slager (2009, 71) argue 

that applying social factors in the investment decision-making should enhance returns 

as the information asymmetry between investor and target company is decreased and 

thus the risks are reduced. Together with government and regulators, institutional 
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investors are responsible for functioning of the whole financial markets, and Graaf & 

Slager (2009, 73) provide an idea of extended fiduciary responsibility. 

 

2.2.3 Managing responsible investment in pension institution 
 

Graaf & Slager (2009, 75) define the responsibilities in the pension fund management 

organization. Board of trustees decides the strategic allocation among the relevant 

asset classes, and the board is the only authority able to decide on value-ensuring 

strategies or ethically based strategies (Graaf & Slager, 2009, 74-75). The purpose of 

strategic asset allocation is to fulfill the long-term funding requirements of the 

organization. For pension fund the long-term liabilities are the retirement benefits 

payable in the future. (Anson, 2005, 34) 

 

The chief investment officer (CIO) is responsible for tactical asset allocation (Graaf & 

Slager, 2009, 75), which is built for seeking extra return compared to a given 

benchmark (Anson, 2005, 34). Anson (2005, 34) explains that long-term growth is 

desired to minimize the need for future contributions. Investment staff assists CIO in 

fund’s risk level adjustment, and in the execution of different investment strategies 

(Graaf & Slager, 2009, 75). Furthermore, Graaf & Slager (2009, 76) argue that specific 

RI units are important when implementing ESG practically in the investment strategy. 

 

Despite the positive development, pension funds must overcome some challenges. 

Impediments to RI are linked to three themes: the agency problems, financial 

performance and fiduciary duty (Sievänen, 2014, 314, 309). Agency problem means 

that the agents, being corporate management, have more power than the owners who 

are the shareholders. Financial performance of responsible investments compared to 

conventional investments is controversial according to literature (Juravle & Lewis, 

2008, 287-208), but obviously it is crucial aspect for practitioners. Then again fiduciary 

duty necessitates pension funds to act advantaging their beneficiaries (Juravle & Lewis, 
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2008, 288). Further, the impediments can be identified on three different levels: 

individual, organizational and institutional. (Sievänen, 2014, 314, 309). The figure 2 

illustrates those three levels.  

 

 

Figure 2. Three levels of impediments to RI (Juravle & Lewis, 2008) 
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A certain bottleneck situation may hinder pension institutions’ dedication in RI. 

According to Sievänen (2014, 319) key decision makers may rely on existing 

information about RI, and thus find it challenging and complex issue. From portfolio 

managers’ point of view, integrating RI strategies to original portfolio management 

practices can be challenging by many ways. Yet the teams may be lacking sufficient 

knowledge, and the definitions linked to RI are still quite confusing. Suitable RI products 

may be difficult to find, and there may even be reluctance to adopt new practices. 

(Franch, Vivó, 2009, 50) 

 

Several studies recommend various acts to overcome the challenges. According to 

Juravled and Lewis (2010, 492), government intervention is necessary in order to 

popularize RI. Besides, human agency and the existence of business case are required 

(Juravled & Lewis, 2010, 493). Sethi (2005, 99) recommends pension funds to 

encourage future research and to be active in developing the concept of RI. 

Considering the future of RI style investing, historical evidence shows that few pioneers 

of significant size can lead the development of certain practices on the market (Eurosif, 

2012, 7). Therefore, pension institutions have special status in Finland if they decide to 

emphasize RI in their investment strategies. Furthermore, the study shows that large 

asset managers together can influence certain industry via financing decisions (Eurosif, 

2012, 7). 

 

2.2.4 Guidelines and regulation 
According to Sievänen (2014, 310) maturing descriptions of RI and challenges to 

implement it are impediments that affect pension funds. She adds that due to lack of 

information pension funds tend to continue with conventional investing styles. In this 

chapter, various guides are being discussed. Widest international recommendations 

The United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment (UN PRI) were launched in 

2006 (Lydenberg & Graham, 2009, 52; UN RPI, 2007, 7). UN PRI is the organization 

promoting responsible investment for institutional investors (Sievänen et al., 2013, 
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207). UN PRI has provided toolkits for institutional investors, for instance Integrated 

Analysis (UN PRI, 2013a) and Value Driver Model (UN PRI, 2013b), to assist them in 

ESG investing. Sievänen et al. (2013) described guidelines providing information about 

responsible investment. Besides UN PRI, they mention UN Global Compact, GES, 

Ethix, Storebrand and Ethos as guidelines that pension funds may use directly or 

indirectly. 

  

In Europe, the association researching and informing the public about RI is Eurosif, the 

European Sustainable Investment Forum. It has been working since 2001 with 

assistance of national Sustainable Investment Forums (SIFs) and several Member 

Affiliates. (Eurosif, 2012, 67) In addition, the European Economic and Social Committee 

(EESC) commits in several ways to assist the mainstreaming of RI (Sepi, 2010, 4). 

Further, the association that promotes responsible investing and the Principles for 

Responsible Investment Initiative (PRI) in Finland is FINSIF (Finland’s Sustainable 

Investments Forum), founded after financial crisis in 2010 (FINSIF 2014a; Tela, 2014a). 

One of the main duties of FINSIF is to describe RI in a coherent way, but FINSIF’s 

principles are not detailed due to young RI market, and regulators are expected to 

consider that issue in the coming years (Fyrqvist et al., 2012, 90). Additionally, survey 

published by Eurosif argues that there is no consensus on the definition of RI in Europe, 

and that opinions on the topic vary within countries depending on cultural and historical 

differences (Eurosif, 2012, 7). 

 
To guide pension funds in Finland, the Finnish Pension Alliance (Tela) has recently 

published a new version of RI guide for institutions managing earnings-related 

pensions. It was prepared by experts from Tela and its member organizations. The 

guide is addressed to whole sector and it includes suggestions and general information 

for pension institutions about RI. According to this guide each pension provider should 

prepare principles of its own, and decide how to apply those RI principles in practice. 

Furthermore, as all authorized pension institutions are committed to include 

responsibility in their investment processes at some level, Tela is recommending the 
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publication of organization-specific principles to increase general knowledge of these 

practices. (Tela, 2014a, 1) At European level Eurosif has also provided pension funds 

with a toolkit for familiarizing them with RI Eurosif (2004-2005). Demand for additional 

guidance still exists, as Sievänen’s conclusion was that pension funds wish more 

coherence and practical guiding related to implementation of RI (Sievänen, 2014, 322).  

 
There is no national level legislation on RI in Finland (Scholtens & Sievänen, 2013, 

613). The Finnish Pension Alliance Tela gives pension fund managers industry level 

recommendations on RI. Pension institutions decide themselves how to apply these 

guidelines in practice. (Tela, 2014a) There are various points of views considering the 

responsibility of investing, and not even one can be raised above others as the best 

(Finanssialan Keskusliitto ry, 2014). Legislation connected to RI is under development 

due to young RI market. In Finland Tela and Finnish Centre for Pensions are preparing 

a comparison of the regulation and potential differences and effects in different 

countries. (Tela, 2014b) Sievänen (2014, 318) suggests that more government activity 

and reform of fiduciary duties are needed to further encourage responsible investment. 

Sepi (2010) brings up the fact that financial markets respond positively to official 

standardization and certification. That encourages further development of regulation. 

 

 

2.2.5 Responsible investment strategies 
 

Next follows the introduction of Eurosif’s terms for RI as an example of practical 

approach of responsible investing in a general level.  Eurosif’s specified approach 

describes seven RI strategies and those are defined in table 1. 
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Table 1. Responsible investment strategies (Eurosif, 2012, 7, 10) 

RI STRATEGY DEFINITION 
Sustainability 
themed investment 

Sustainability themed investment is targeted to assets, for 
instance thematic funds contributing to the development of 
sustainability 

Best-in-Class 
investment selection 
 

Best-in-class investment selection is carried out by including 
ESG-criteria as part of investment process and choosing the 
leading or best-performing targets within a category 

Norms-based 
screening 
 

Norms-based screening means observing investment target’s 
compliance of standards and norms 

Exclusion of 
holdings from 
investment universe 
 

Exclusion of holdings from investment universe leaves out 
certain investments or assets classes from the whole 
universe of potential investments based on ESG criteria 

Integration of ESG 
factors in financial 
analysis 
 

Integration of ESG factors in financial analysis is connecting 
ESG related threads and opportunities to traditional 
processes for analyzing investments 

Engagement and 
voting on 
sustainability 
matters 

Engagement and voting on sustainability matters means 
active ownership and engagement activities in the company 
which is the investment target. Voting of shares is one of the 
means used to have an impact on ESG matters. 

Impact investment Impact investment is financing those companies and funds 
that are committed to improve social and environmental 
conditions. 

 

Graaf & Slager (2009, 74) defined practical implementation of RI in pension fund 

investment strategy. They divided RI products to three main categories of RI strategies, 

value based, investment driven and value ensuring, that pension fund might again 

combine in some way. The implementation of these strategies is for the most part 

equivalent to Eurosif’s description.  
 
According to Graaf & Slager (2009, 74), theme investment, best-in-class and exclusion 

belong under value based strategy. These are similar products than above described 

by Eurosif (2012). Graaf & Slager (2009, 74) set ESG integration, engagement and 

voting as part of the investment driven strategy. In addition to Eurosif (2012), they have 

alternative investments under this category. Also compared to Eurosif’s (2012) 

definition, Graaf & Slager (2009, 74) do not suggest norms-based screening or impact 
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investing, whereas they mentioned additional product, sector engagement as value 

ensuring RI strategy. In addiotion to RI strategies discussed above, Sievänen et al. 

(2013, 212) recommend collaborative engagement, which means co-operating with 

other pension funds. 

 

A variety of approaches exist related to RI style investing. One may concentrate on 

ethical and governance issues, while other draws attention to environmental and 

ecological issues. Any financial products or services can be interpreted as responsible 

financial products when they meet sufficient ESG criteria. (Sepi, 2010, 1) Franch and 

Vivó (2009, 50) studied corporate pension funds in Spain, and their results suggest that 

some funds had invested to RI products, whereas plans to develop own RI fund were 

not common. 

 

The way RI issues are managed in practice varies depending on the investment 

category. It is easier to gain ESG related information about listed companies, but not 

necessarily impossible when investing to other asset classes. (Tela, 2014a) ESG 

integration started from listed equity, while for example ESG integration to fixed income 

is not that developed. (Carter, 2012, 3) According to Carter (2012, 3) measurement 

would be easiest on real estate as buildings are concrete. The Dow Jones Sustainability 

DJSI Index and the FTSE4Good indices are examples of international RI style stock 

indices (Sepi, 2010, 1) that can be used as benchmarks. OECD (2011, 154) suggests 

that infrastructure projects would be mainly financed with private money in future. 

Pension funds might then be important source of resources. Furthermore, ESG 

performance of infrastructure investment could be simpler to calculate compared to 

more complex investments. 

 

According to Berry & Junkus (2013, 708) negative screening, also called exclusion, is 

easier to implement compared to positive investing. Assistance of advisory bodies is 

available for investors. Advisors use special criteria including up to sixty different 

features while screening the targets. To mention some examples, tobacco, alcohol and 
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pornography are usually excluded by the negative screening, whereas saving natural 

sources and energy are favored by the positive screening. (Sepi, 2010, 1, 6) 

 

Van Duuren, Plantinga, & Scholtens (2016, 525) argue that RI is used in risk 

management processes by investors. Carbon footprinting is a timely topic in 

responsible investing. Carbon risk can be significant as oil companies may lose value 

as fossil fuel is avoided to slow down global warming. Investors have therefore started 

decarbonizing their portfolios (PDC, 2015). Recently the carbon footprint of whole 

Nasdaq Helsinki was measured, and this report was the first of a kind according to Sitra 

(2015). Also, WWF in Finland challenged institutional investors to measure and publish 

their portfolios’ carbon footprint (WWF, 2015). Carbon footprinting is becoming more 

popular in Finland as can be noted from these recent events.  

 

 

2.2.6 Responsible investment implementation to pension fund’s 
investment strategy 

 

The crucial parts of investment process are styles of asset allocation, tactical and 

strategic, and the division to externally and internally managed investments (Graaf & 

Slager, 2009, 73). Anson (2005, 33) argues that beta drivers, targeting the policy or 

market risk, are used in strategic asset allocation, Instead, alpha drivers, such as 

alternative investments or strategies benefiting from information advantages, are used 

in tactical asset allocation. An alpha-targeted portfolio manager could suggest that RI 

is already a part of conventional investment style, since features of RI can be found 

conventional investment process (Graaf & Slager, 2009, 71). Figure 3 illustrates the 

differences between alpha and beta strategies. 
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Figure 3. Different drivers for seeking returns (Anson, 2005, 36) 
 
An alpha-driven strategy should be constructed of areas of expertise. Potential sources 

of competitive edge might be for example highly developed risk control and increased 

flexibility to implement tactical asset allocation. Therefore awareness of long-term risks 

due to RI style might add value. Institutional investor finds it difficult to admit it does not 

have any more crucial information about financial markets than others. As modern 

markets are efficient, it is not easy to find competitive edge. If institutional investor does 

not have informational edge, it should concentrate on reducing costs, and therefore 

emphasize passive portfolio management. (Anson, 2005, 42)  

 

Pension fund’s success depends of the quality of its investment process. A carefully 

designed investment process, governance, as well as investment beliefs are the key 

elements of success according to Graaf & Slager (2009, 73). They defined investment 

process that integrates RI philosophy as a part. Additionally, Woods and Urwin (2010, 

7-9) provide advice to pension funds on how to adjust investment strategy and investing 

mission to further sustainability in their investment processes. They emphasize the 
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importance of well-defined and strong investment beliefs and clear and sustainable 

investing mission.  

 

Different perspectives exist as some think RI is obedience to the law while others 

consider it as issue that go beyond legal requirements (Sievänen, 2014, 322). Despite 

the growing public awareness, people still not necessarily understand completely the 

concept of RI, and thus investors need assistance for implementing RI practices in their 

investment strategies (Woods & Urwin, 2010, 2).  Sievänen (2014, 321) argues that it 

would be easier to implement RI if the topic would have more coherence. Conventional 

investment strategies are lacking proper ESG implementation and tend to focus on 

short-term rather than long-term because of relative performance evaluation. (Woods 

and Urwin, 2010, 8, 9) When defining the investment strategy, there are several factors 

causing pension institutions to include or exclude RI criteria. For example, attitudes and 

values have an impact on the individual and firm level, whereas economics, culture and 

legal origin are influencing on the macro level. (Sievänen, 2014, 314, 310) Therefore 

the origins of pension institutions’ RI strategies can be traced to individuals in those 

institutions. Sievänen (2014, 314) argues that they make the concrete decisions based 

on their personal values. 

 

Graaf & Slager (2009, 70) argue that integrating RI amends the design and result of 

investment process. Following changes are recommended to develop sustainable 

investment strategy according to Woods and Urwin (2010, 8). First, ESG factors should 

be implemented to investment analysis and decision-making. Second, trustees could 

give instructions to asset managers on how to integrate ESG issues and what 

engagement practices should be established. Different ESG styles were defined earlies 

in this study. Third, performance evaluation system should be changed to focus on 

long-term investment horizons and absolute returns rather than performance relative 

to benchmarks. Furthermore, the next level of sustainable investing would be targeted 

investments in sustainable areas. In practice these investments are likely to be 
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allocated to private equity, venture capital, infrastructure and real estate. A common 

manner to organize this is using external managers. (Woods and Urwin, 2010, 9)  

 

Sustainable investing mission would include ESG factors and active ownership in risk 

management and decision-making, and promote longer investment horizon. Extended 

sustainable investing mission would be like above-mentioned, but add extra-financial 

goals that add value for social or environmental areas. (Woods and Urwin, 2010, 10, 

11) However, Busch et al. (2016, 305) discuss that sustainable investing per se has 

both financial and nonfinancial goals, as well as long-term ESG integration. 

 

Sievänen’s (2014, 319, 321) research indicates that conventional pension funds seem 

to be cautious and may have higher threshold for implementing RI in the investment 

strategy, whereas the ones that already have a RI strategy are not reporting 

insurmountable difficulties. On one extreme, research conducted by Marlowe (2014, 

355) suggested that the broadened concept of socially responsible has become 

meaningless in the context of public pension funds. Therefore, the term RI should be 

redefined and measured so that it would be more useful. Sethi (2005, 99) recommends 

pension funds to encourage future research and to be active in developing the concept 

of RI. Marlowe (2014, 355-356) adds that current RI methods are not efficient in 

producing extra-financial return, therefore RI requires redefining and pension funds 

could be among the leaders in that process.  
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2.2.7 Responsible investment analysis 
 

UN PRI (2013a) recommends Integrated Analysis which adds ESG factor analysis in 

conventional investment analysis. Integrated analysis can be conducted using several 

perspectives. To give examples, ESG factors can be integrated to economic analysis, 

industry analysis or to analysis of company strategy or financial reports. Additionally, 

UN PRI (2013b) recommends Value Driver Model, which helps investors to measure 

the financial value of their ESG strategies. Value Driver Model illustrates by business 

cases how sustainability relates to growth, productivity and risk management of 

companies in the investment portfolio (UN PRI, 2013b, 9). It also tries to assist 

companies and investors to recognize competitive edge deriving from sustainability 

(UN PRI, 2013b, 12). 

 

The possibility to influence to ESG matters can be different during the life cycle of 

investment. (Tela, 2014a, 3) Performance of investment strategies should be monitored 

and evaluated during investment process, which requires the involvement of risk 

management department (Graaf & Slager, 2009, 76). The risks and rewards of all 

significant investment decisions must be assessed (Sievänen, 2014, 310), and RI-

linked, extra-financial returns of investment, should be measured with soft performance 

attribution (Graaf & Slager, 2009, 75).   

 

The performance of RI style funds is generally expected to be worse than other funds 

according to academics, but some studies show the opposite (Fyrqvist et al., 2012, 90, 

91). Yu (2014, 15) studied performance of RI-style mutual funds, and found 

controversial results. SRI funds underperformed non-RI funds at first, but after risk-

adjustment the results were opposite, and RI funds outperformed conventional funds. 

Humphrey and Tan (2013, 385) explored the impact of negative and positive screening 

on an investment portfolio, and they could not find any evidence of impact on risk or 

return. Furthermore, Yu (2014, 15) argues that screening criteria and the way 
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performance is measured both affect how SRI influences the fund returns. With respect 

to the investor profile, SI boutiques are performing better compared to big businesses 

(Juravled & Lewis, 2010, 493). On the other hand, Marlowe (2014, 355) suggests that 

pension fund portfolios and pure SRI portfolios perform similarly although their 

composition is quite different.  

 

As discussed above, the results of financial performance comparisons between RI and 

conventional funds are controversial. When the fund has Extended SI Mission (Woods 

& Urwin, 2010, 11), a portion of financial return is consciously exchanged for extra-

financial return. This is illustrated in the picture below.  

 

 

Figure 4. Return structure of sustainable versus conventional investor (Kuti & 
Szász, 2014, 922) 
 

Transparency is mentioned to be crucial when discussing about SRI issues (Sepi, 

2010, 7), and pension funds should require more transparency from companies they 
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have invested according to Sethi (2005, 99) Quality of returns has to be taken to 

account when measuring the sustainability of competitive advantage of certain 

company. Low quality returns are acquired by externalizing costs to society and thus 

increasing the profits. Expenses are then reduced for instance by ignoring the pollution 

controls. Good quality returns mean bigger profits from increasing sales or making 

production more efficient in sustainable manner. (Sethi, 2005, 105) 

 

Sethi (2005, 99) discusses that long-term risks have been measured conventionally by 

discounting present value of future cash flows of the investment, and other means 

regarded irrelevant, but he argues that conventional performance measurement tends 

to overestimate future rewards and underestimate long-term risks. Pension funds 

should estimate these risks using measures called socially responsible corporate 

conduct (SRCC). (Sethi, 2005, 99, 105) Sethi’s suggestion is contrary to conventional 

manners, and pays more attentions to company’s survival and growth in the long run. 

 

Some RI strategies are affecting the investment portfolio indirectly (Graaf & Slager, 

2009, 73). It is not simple to measure how the extra-financial, for instance 

environmental savings efforts have impacted on investment returns (Carter, 2012, 3) 

PRI – UN Global Compact (2013) suggests that investors could begin with recognizing 

the direct sources of value, and then the indirect value drivers may be easier to identify. 

If investment funds are used, pension fund can evaluate the investment process of 

targeted fund management companies when choosing the asset manager. (Tela, 

2014a, 3) 
 

Jessen (2012, 1839) conducted a research on optimal responsible investment, and 

studied how to include ESG criteria to financial modelling using investor-specific 

priorities. His nuanced style allows investor to choose from the ESG factors it finds 

relevant. He found the results useful in practice. He also encourages pension funds to 

apply the method in their risk management as it may help the funds to define their 
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economic motives to ESG integration while fulfilling the responsibilities towards 

beneficiaries. (Jessen, 2012, 1839) 
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3 Empirical study of Finnish pension funds’ responsible investment 
strategies 

 

This section first describes the data gathering process, then introduces the results of 

this study and compares them to the literature review.   

 

3.1 Research methods and research data 
 

Empirical evidence of Finnish pension institutions’ RI strategies was collected with 

personal interviews. As the amount of pension institutions in Finland is limited, the 

sample could ideally include at least one specialist from every company if possible. 

Information about relevant persons to contact for interviewing was received from Tela. 

A nonrandom method called sample of convenience (Friesen, 2010, 106) was used to 

select data. It was desirable to get interviews from people who are dealing with 

responsible investing issues. The request for interview was initially sent to eight 

pension funds. Six of those pension funds were reached and one person from each of 

those institutions were interviewed. The specialists working in target pension 

institutions were contacted directly via email and interviewed personally by the 

researcher to gain relevant information. Interview questions used to collect the data 

were sent to respondents before interviews and those questions are attached in this 

study. To collect the data, the interviewer went personally to the pension institutions` 

offices. Interviews were conducted in Finnish during February 2016 – April 2016 and 

they were saved with voice recorder. The time spent for interviews varied between 36 

minutes to 1 hour 28 minutes. Pension funds that were interviewed were somewhat 

different from each other. Table 2 describes the data of interviews, and shows that half 

of the respondents are from public sector pension funds and the other half from private 

sector pension funds. Additionally, other groups are derived from the whole sample, 

but they cannot be shown in the table 2 in order to maintain anonymity. Fund size of 
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the interviewed institutions is qualified either small (0 – 25 000 million eur) or large 

(25 000 – 50 000 million eur) in this study. Half of the institutions are managing large 

fund and the remaining half are managing small fund (Kirkon Eläkerahasto, 2016 & 

Tela, 2016). Additionally, four of the pension providers have RI specialist but two does 

not have.  

 

Table 2. Interviews. 

Pension fund Sector Interview date Interview time 
Pension fund A public  26.2.2016  1 h 1 min 
Pension fund B public  9.3.2016 and 14.3.2016  1h 28 min (total time) 
Pension fund C private  10.3.2016  1 h 2 min 
Pension fund D private  14.3.2016  53 min 
Pension fund E public  16.3.2016  44 min 
Pension fund F private  5.4.2016  36 min 

 

It is worth mentioning some features of diverse research data. For example, public 

pension providers must reveal almost everything about their investments, whereas 

private funds can choose whether to answer to media's requests. (ETK 2016) Some 

evidence from this study suggested that private funds are competing against each 

other, while public funds are not facing that kind of competition. Also, size of the fund 

matters. Small funds have small resources, and thus they must outsource many 

projects although for instance PRI rating would be better if institutions managed the 

projects themselves. 

 

After completing all required interviews, recordings were transcribed and translated to 

English by the interviewer. The data was then organized in excel workbook, so that all 

the responses for a certain question were added to one spreadsheet, which helped the 

comparison and analysis of the data. The most significant findings were highlighted and 

the data collected with particular interview questions was grouped to several larger 
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themes. While analyzing the data, it was also compared to previous literature. The 

following chapters consist of the study results formed as a consequence. 

 

3.2 Responsible investment 
 

First, this study seeks is to reveal pension funds’ conception about RI. Private sector 

pension funds seem to have rather coherent view of RI. Interviewees from those 

institutions discuss that RI is a strategic part of investment and even a competitive 

edge. Additionally, one interviewee from private pension fund argues that RI is 

 

“a smarter way to make investment decisions”  

 

Previous comments support the ideas of earlier research (Sethi, 2005, 99; Woods & 

Urwin, 2010, 1). Fyrqvist et al. (2012, 85, 86) believe that RI is an important area of 

development in the future. Findings of this study are in line with their ideas, as some 

pension funds discuss that they will develop integration of ESG to investment process 

and think that responsible companies will perform better in the long run. However, 

attitudes towards RI are not yet consistent in every way amongst public pension funds. 

According to one public organization, they have had some  

 

“RI activity from the beginning of funding. The management has been always 

committed and the organization wants to act as good example to other 

investors”. 

 

Additionally, another public pension fund argues that RI  
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“will truly influence our portfolio construction and allocation within a period of 10 

- 15 years”.  

 

Contrary to others, one of the public pension funds explains that  

 

“RI is seen as important thing, but as the highest management has not required 

us to emphasize RI in our investment strategy, it does not have important role.”  

 

Considering the size of the fund, RI approaches are diverse amongst small funds and 

also amongst large funds. 

 

3.2.1 Possibilities and drivers to responsible investment  
Two pension funds argue that there are plenty of possibilities about RI, but one of them 

adds that first there would be some challenges to overcome. A representative of certain 

pension fund discusses that RI is seen as an obligatory part of investment processes if 

a pension fund wants to succeed. Nevertheless, this interviewee does not reckon any 

specific possibilities in RI. 

 

Large pension funds’ responses linked to reputation are in line with earlier research 

(Lydenberg & Sinclair, 2009, 49). The potential for marketing was the only possibility 

that one interviewee mentions. Another interviewee discusses about the possibility for 

avoiding media attacks and getting better public image. Third pension fund mentions 

the possibility to profile them as well. Interestingly, small pension funds do not discuss 

about marketing potential regarding to RI. Could that be a resource issue? 

 

Quite general opinion amongst very different pension institutions is that RI has a 

possibility to impact on investment returns. One respondent mentions a possibility to 
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avoid or prevent economic damage, and adds that with long-term horizon and well-

planned execution of RI strategy there is a possibility to economic benefits. Another 

interviewee argues that companies encouraging sustainable development have better 

potential returns in the long-term. Further, one respondent emphasizes that everything 

is not included in prices, and therefore rational analysis of threads can have significant 

impact in the future, say 10 - 15 years ahead, to fund like theirs. 

 

Two respondents from rather different pension funds discuss about RI’s non-financial 

possibilities. For instance, pension funds may influence to Finnish society and the 

responsibility of corporates. One interviewee adds some themes, such as tax footprint 

reporting, promoting more women on corporate boards, and impacting on other 

responsibility grievances. Additionally, pension funds could enhance corporates' good 

governance by long-term ownership. Another respondent argues it would be possible 

to impact globe's wellbeing, climate issues, child labor and refugee issues. 

 

A certain pension fund discuss that RI develops all the time and new possibilities 

emerge to different asset classes. Further, the amount of PRI signatories has grown, 

which is a signal about commitment, but then truly good operators and processes 

should be found amongst them. The respondent continues that there are plenty of 

possibilities, but if every investor finds them simultaneously, the effect disappears and 

it may not generate so high returns anymore. The last concern is in line with Anson’s 

(2005, 42) study stating that it is not easy to find competitive edge on modern efficient 

markets. 

 

On the macro level culture and legal origin are influencing on pension funds and 

whether they will include RI criteria in their investment strategy. (Sievänen, 2014, 314, 

310) One interviewee supports this idea, and explains that it is good as investors then 

are seeking different targets based on their unique standards.  

 

One pension fund discusses about growing interest and understanding of responsible 

investment and mentions it increases possibilities of ESG in the investment world. 
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Especially if US investors join ESG investing, it may channel the cash flows more to 

certain companies that have better ESG performance. These cash flows may change 

the market significantly. 

 

General opinion of possibilities amongst pension funds seems to be that there is 

potential to better returns and public image, as well as potential to impact to society's 

wellbeing in many ways. Further, one interviewee from private pension provider thinks 

that  

 

“it somehow motivates people. At least internally many think it is encouraging."   

 

When pension funds were asked what is driving responsible investment, the answers were 

rather different from what is thought as possibilities of RI. Previously media and NGOs did 

not pay much attention to RI issues according to Sievänen (2014, 315). In contrast, 

external pressure from the media and public to regard ESG issues is mentioned as a 

driver for RI by half of the interviewed pension funds. Unions' and organizations' 

attention is driving RI according to one respondent and he/she argues that investors 

might have ignored RI without strong external requirements. Then again some 

interviewees claim that responsible investment would be a beauty contest or a 

marketing tactic. Every investor must appear responsible, but the organization still 

might act otherwise according to one respondent. 

 

Several interviewees representing different kind of pension funds are discussing that 

general awareness and opinions are driving RI. According to one public pension 

institution  

 

“The best promoter is general attitude (toward RI)”. 
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Increasing knowledge in ESG issues is mentioned as important factor when 

encouraging RI. Two respondents emphasize the significance of portfolio managers 

working in the pension fund, but one interviewee argues that customer requirements 

are furthering the progress of RI as well. A representative from one pension fund 

mentions they have a mandate from the top management. Two interviewees discuss 

that when RI is stated in the company strategy, it promotes RI. One other respondent 

mentions that the person in charge of RI has freedom to make decisions and delegate 

tasks to others. One public pension fund argues that  

 

“perhaps the greatest thing is that the whole organization - management - is 

committed to this (RI) and resources are addressed to this (RI).”  

 

Majority of the pension institutions discuss about the progress they have already made, 

and give reasons behind it. One respondent argues they have spent quite long time on 

integrating these things to investment processes and another interviewee mentions 

there is not too much bureaucracy in respect of RI in the organization. One practical 

thing supporting the progress of RI is that corporates are reporting more than previously 

and the data quality and the score cards are developing.  

 

Further, finding something concrete relating to ESG may help convincing portfolio 

managers. As one interviewee argues that if they find something financially material, or 

an acute economical risk, it helps, but they might be wrong as well. Correspondingly, 

earlier study has also showed that business case is required. (Juravled & Lewis, 2010, 

493) Additionally, earlier research suggested that reasons for growth are governmental 

recommendations but also legislative reasons. (Lydenberg & Sinclair, 2009, 49) 

However, this study was unable to find evidence of that. 
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3.2.2 Challenges and impediments to responsible investment 
 
The findings of this study suggest that pension funds consider that the challenges and 

impediments to RI are in practice the same. First, majority of pension funds discuss 

about prejudice and different attitudes within the organization, its management and 

owners. Some consider RI insignificant, and this lack of interest is hindering 

development of RI. One pension fund argues that its owner has not required increasing 

the role of RI. A representative of another institution explains how still two thirds of the 

highest decision-making organ is considering RI as PR issue. This statement further 

supports the idea of Sievänen (2014, 19), who argues that key decision makers’ attitude 

might hinder pension institution’s commitment to RI. If the management is not 

committed, RI does not have a big role in the organization, but the negative opinion of 

portfolio manager might also prevent the integration of ESG. One interviewee 

discusses that resistance to change exists, and another one adds that internal training 

is a long process. It is challenging to motivate and train portfolio managers. These 

comments agree with earlier study of Franch and Vivó (2009, 50). Despite this, one 

interviewee gives an example of slight progress by explaining that earlier the portfolio 

managers were asking if RI is a must, but now they are asking if the RI specialist could 

do the analysis for them. Earlier research (Franch, Vivó, 2009, 50) has shown that 

portfolio managers still need assistance for implementing RI practices. Following 

comments illustrate this issue in one pension fund. A certain respondent discusses that 

(ESG) integration and portfolio managers training are time consuming. The respondent 

argues that if one just tells portfolio managers to invest responsibly, they do not know 

where to start. Therefore, training requires private time between RI person’s and 

portfolio manager. The interviewee explains that first he/she gets them to read the 

responsibility analysis, and then ensure they understand it and its significance in 

investment processes. The focus in this pension fund is that on the next stage portfolio 

managers would do it themselves more and better. But then again, with small portfolio 

and with indirect investments, the possibility to impact is small according to one 

respondent.  
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Some pension funds suggest that negative opinions about RI might arise from ideas 

that emphasizing ESG decreases the profits. This evidence supports earlier findings of 

Fyrqvist et al. (2012, 90, 91). Woods & Urwin (2010, 11) suggested in the literature 

review that investor should sacrifice a portion of financial returns to receive extra-

financial returns. However, it is common to think that investors seek financial returns 

solely according to one respondent. This view supports the idea of some earlier studies 

(Himick, 2010, 168; Sethi, 2005, 102). 

 

The results from the interviews support Sievänen’s (2014, 320) idea of short-termism. 

Half of the respondents mention short-sighted seeking of returns compared to long-

term ESG issues as a challenge. Universities are not educating ESG issues and long-

term thinking in their financial courses according to one pension provider. One 

interviewee from private pension fund argues that the time horizon used for 

performance measurement and presentation are complicating the implementation of 

RI. Also, the interviewee adds that 

 

“These (RI) things appear in long term. If every quarter the result is torn open 

and considered why it is 0.1 per cent better or worse than competitors, it does 

not contribute to long-term investment.” 

 

As described earlier in the literature review, reward system of the financial 

intermediaries encourages short-term return maximization (Sethi, 2005, 104), but the 

respondents did not talk about this kind of reason. Furthermore, Himick (2010, 159) 

discussed about the problems of relative performance evaluation, and Anson (2005, 

42) about herding, but no evidence of these was found in the study.  

 

Earlier research (Himick, 2010, 169) suggested that the evaluation system should be 

developed to include alternative, non-financial measures of success. This idea is 

supported by one respondent discussing about the lack of quantitative measurement 

techniques, and how it is problematic as portfolio managers can not verify the impact 
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of RI. Additionally, corporates might not be sure whether they are measuring features 

relevant to their business. 

 

Even if the pension fund would be committed to RI, it will face many challenges. One 

pension fund argues that defining what is responsible is very difficult. This notion match 

earlier studies, as in the literature review RI was described as confused concept that 

requires more coherence. Further, according to the interviewee it depends of the 

culture and person what is regarded irresponsible. Previous comment is consistent with 

the study of Sievänen (2014, 310, 314). One RI specialist from private pension fund 

finds drawing the line difficult and raises a relevant question: 

 

“What would be horrible enough to restrict investing even if there is significant 

financial potential?” 

 

The same interviewee illustrates other challenges with recent Volkswagen's case 

 

“You can be following various indicators, but you do not necessarily notice the 

fraud from them. So you might not discover the biggest case.” 

 

Additionally, one interviewee who has been assuring the corporate responsibility 

reports previously argues that the reports are unreliable, which complicates RI analysis. 

 

Furthermore, finding information is extremely difficult with much decentralized portfolio 

according to one public pension provider. The interviewee explains that even if they try 

to build mechanisms, it is haphazard to receive the right information, and adds that it is 

easier to react if they can choose between things, but if they do not know what it is 

about, reacting is more difficult. To cope with this challenge, it is important to work 

carefully and have evidence of preparation of things. That helps because sometimes 

mistakes are inevitable, but careful planning protects the top management. 
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One respondent argues that although organizations are committed to RI via Finsif, the 

industry needs more practical activities. For instance, investors are still lacking suitable 

products to invest in. A public pension fund willing to invest responsibly points out that 

sufficient products and service providers are yet uncommon or the products are not 

large enough, yielding enough, having sufficient risk levels etc. This finding reminds the 

earlier study about common challenges that large institutional investors have (Bernstein 

et al., 2013, 235), not to mention that it should also be RI product. According to one 

respondent, for example thematic investments such as renewable energy can be really 

volatile or dependent of political decision-making. Then it might be too risky for 

investor's perspective. Moreover, a certain private pension fund explains how investor 

is looking at the bigger picture where responsibility is only one part. 

 

“You can prepare excellent RI analysis – – but then something else happens 

that raises the price of the company – – It is of course a challenge because 

responsibility is not the only thing that has an impact.” 

 

As there was previously discussion about the significance of external pressure as a 

driver of RI, regulator may also have big influence in that sense. A certain respondent 

discusses how in some countries regulation sets minimum requirements for reporting, 

such as "comply or explain", or reporting the carbon footprint, but not in Finland. 

However, according to previous research government intervention is necessary in order 

to popularize RI (Juravled & Lewis, 2010, 492). 
 

 

3.3 Responsible investment strategies 
 
In the first place, all studied pension funds were noticed to have RI principals, also 

visible on their Web pages. (Elo, 2016; Ilmarinen, 2015; Keva, 2015; Kirkon 

Eläkerahasto, 2014; Varma, 2016; VER, 2016) That is a possible sign of the fast 

development of RI, as less than half of studied pension funds had a RI strategy in 2009 
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(Sievänen, 2014, 315). A representative of one public pension fund argues they have 

short and succinct RI policy, which consists of two parts, ethical and responsible. 

Ethical section includes the exclusion list of the sectors, and the other part defines how 

they are responsible in the investing operations. This pension fund’s RI strategy is 

largely based on UN Principles. Based on the results, it seems that not any other 

pension funds have a policy for ethical investment separately. One interviewee, from 

private pension fund that has published the RI policy on their web pages, mentions that 

it is two years old and outdated already, which defines the fast development of RI. Other 

pension providers give concrete examples of the implementation of RI strategy. Some 

of the interviewees define RI strategies they use, which are ESG integration, active 

ownership (2funds) and impacting (3funds) as well as investor incentives (1fund). One 

pension fund mention they have unique strategies for different asset classes. According 

to the data from six interviews, Finnish pension funds seem to have unequal RI 

strategies, with unique features and methods to implement it. Yet some similarities can 

be found. 

 

The most common approach according to the interviews is that responsibility is part of 

investment decision-making, which is mentioned by four funds. Responsibility is also 

described to be part of investment (2 funds) and monitoring (1 fund) processes and 

discussions with the companies being investing targets (2 funds). As certain 

organization states, it, they have good connections for conversations on different levels 

with corporations, and consequently they are discussing with CEO's as well as 

corporate responsibility personnel. 

 

Two interviewees mention the importance of own analysis. One interviewee mentions 

portfolio manager’s responsibility when making related decisions, but adds that using 

external analysis enhances their reliability. For one pension fund, the focus has been 

to find cooperators who consider RI issues, since the whole portfolio is managed by 

external asset managers. One private organization uses responsibility ratings that are 
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constructed from the external analysis of norm based screening, risk based screening 

and possibilities that come from responsibility. Those ratings are adjusted internally. 

Additionally, one pension fund uses minimum criteria for companies they invest in. A 

certain private pension fund defines the implementation of RI strategy on more concrete 

level:  

 

“Portfolio managers can see responsibility of the investment as they analyze 

financial figures of the company. Besides seeing the rating, they see the reason 

behind it, and whether they can invest in it. The uncertain cases are analyzed 

by the RI person, but portfolio managers analyze responsibility themselves as 

well.”  

 

One private pension fund is not striving to follow any benchmark with their investments 

according to certain respondent. This result differs from Himick’s (2010, 168) study 
showing that portfolio managers try not to differ too much from the assigned 

benchmark. For developing a sustainable investment strategy Woods and Urwin (2010, 

8) recommended that performance evaluation system should be changed to measure 

absolute returns rather than performance relative to benchmarks. However, none of the 

respondents demonstrated they would act accordingly.  

 

Three interviewees disclose their institutions have responsibility as a core value. Two 

of them from private funds describe that their core value responsibility includes 

corporate responsibility concept and responsible investment as well. The third one, 

from public fund clarifies the meaning which is more generally managing pension 

assets responsibly. Two interviewees mention their RI strategy is in line with the 

corporate responsibility in general. Two of the respondents discuss it is expected from 

them to be responsible because of their role in society. Their idea agrees with Sethi’s 
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(2005, 103) suggestion. Only one pension funds define clear link between its core 

values and RI strategy. 

 

3.3.1 The concept of universal ownership 
 

Three interviewees were not previously familiar with the concept per se. A possible 

explanation for this might be that universal ownership is a new trend in institutional 

investing (Hawley & Williams, 2007, 415, 416). By contrast, universal ownership has 

affected one public pension provider’s RI strategy a lot. A representative of that pension 

fund explained that their RI policy was updated ten years ago. Meanwhile PRI guides 

were established and the guide included the idea of universal ownership. As a result 

the impact of universal ownership ideology is significant.  

 

One respondent from another public pension fund discusses that as negative things 

happens around the world, they should not ask whether it affects their portfolio, but 

rather ask how much it affects. And further,  

 

“decentralized international portfolio predisposes us -- to everything that occurs 

in the world”. 

 

This finding is in line with Urwin’s (2011, 26) description of universal ownership and 

Marlowe’s (2014, 356) suggestion that universal owner’s portfolio consists of both RI 

and non-RI investments. Another interviewee from private fund has slightly different 

perspective. That person argues that in Finland with their significant role comes the 

responsibility to act accordingly, but their pension fund does not necessarily have 

influence abroad as they do not have so significant investments in other countries. 

 

One public pension fund’s representative discusses that if nothing is done to climate 

change, everyone will suffer. One interviewee from private pension fund argues that 
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their portfolio is narrow compared to other Finnish pension providers and explains that 

they try not to decentralize too much. But then again everything affects everything, for 

instance climate change and taxation have wide impact. Further, even if they do not 

own some company, its activities may affect the industry and therefore affect the 

pension fund indirectly. Another respondent points out that one perspective of universal 

ownership is impacting on companies not in the portfolio, for instance with the 

assistance of Ethix consulting. Additionally, investors can also impact whole industries 

and develop best practices. These results support Slager’s (2009, 73) idea that investor 

should consider investment target’s impact on economy and society. 

 

A representative of certain public pension fund argues that universal ownership 

ideology affects them, and discusses that  

 

“it is humane to think like when in Rome do as the Romans do” and adds that 

“own attitude comes from the culture, morality and legal basis we have here (in 

Finland)”. Nonetheless, the respondent suggests that “despite the location of our 

investments -- we cannot be more irresponsible somewhere else than here.”  

 

Pension providers that were interviewed seem to be aware of the significance of their 

large global portfolios, but their opinions are slightly different considering the ideology 

of universal ownership. Furthermore, this study has been unable to demonstrate that 

pension funds would have established activities aimed to enhance the wellbeing of 

financial markets and economy in general to generate investment return, as Graaf & 

Slager (2009, 73) have proposed. 
 

3.3.2 Responsible investment guidance 
In the literature review, it was mentioned that some organizations have published RI 

related guidance for pension funds. Two of six pension funds were committed to United 

Nations Principles for Responsible Investment in 2008 (Mäkinen, 2008, 79), whereas 

all the six interviewed funds were signatories in 2016 according to research data. This 
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indicates the concrete development of RI investing amongst Finnish pension funds. 

However, responses collected for this study are unique and diverse, and it is not 

possible to draw consistent conclusions about how some specific group of pension 

funds would utilize RI guidance. One public fund discloses only that 

 

“We comply or try our best to comply the six principles of UN PRI.”  

 

Three different kind of pension funds discuss that they obey international laws. Many 

respondents give examples of their internal guidance, concerning for example 

impacting and voting processes as well as ESG integration. One interviewee argues 

they have signed several coal-, forest- and water projects, and another one lists in more 

detail they have signed Montreal Pledge and Paris Pledge, and follow the norms such 

as Global Compact, CDP and CLC. Certain pension fund mentions they are members 

of the Hedge Fund Standards Board (HFSB), and adds that private equity funds have 

similar organization. Compared to recommendations in literature review, this study 

proposes that Finnish pension funds are not actively utilizing Tela’s, Eurosif’s or Finsif’s 

guidance. However, the evidence from this study suggests that UN PRI and several 

specific international conventions would be followed amongst pension institutions. 

Additionally, many of them mentioned internal guides for implementing RI strategy, and 

one respondent from private pension fund comments that 

 

“Of course those (RI) policies are much more detailed internally (compared to 

public ones).”  
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3.4 Implementing responsible investment to investment strategy 
 

Interviewees were asked if they have integrated ESG analysis to other investment 

analysis. One public pension fund with only external investments does not prepare own 

analysis, and therefore concentrates on the analysis fund managers are producing. In 

practice, all their partners are UN PRI signatories, what makes a better starting point 

for the conversations. Because of their unique portfolio construct, their approach differs 

significantly from other Finnish pension funds that are managing ESG integration also 

internally. Another public pension provider has a RI steering group coordinates and 

spreads the information horizontally in the department and amongst the ones preparing 

and making the investment decisions. Additionally, ESG integration will be raised from 

tactical to the strategic level. Thus, in the long run it will impact the construct of their 

portfolio of investments.  

 

RI practices seem to start from the very beginning of the investment life cycle. One 

respondent from a third public pension fund argues that  

 

“Portfolio managers must consider ESG issues during investment decision-

making or when preparing investment analysis. Before investment decision has 

been made, portfolio manager should document that the investment complies 

with our ethical guides and mainly with our RI policy. 

 

A certain interviewee from private pension fund explains that every analysis they make 

consists of fundamental analysis and ESG analysis. Portfolio manager is responsible 

of integration, and the analysis is updated over company meetings. One RI person from 

private pension fund explains in more detail that  
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“When a company has very low ESG rating, we go through the analysis together 

(with the portfolio manager), and sometimes also analysis of companies with 

better rating. -- Climate analyzes are also red through together with portfolio 

managers. Portfolio managers are reading analyzes themselves as well.” 

  

RI person continues explaining that he/she is involved also if the case is severe enough. 

Sometimes portfolio managers may know more than RI person since it depends of the 

sector how much responsibility issues the companies must report. Regarding the 

previously defined approaches, one is quite different. That private pension fund in 

question does not have a uniform way to integrate ESG to other analysis, since it differs 

depending on the person making the investment decision and investment target. 

Therefore, the person who makes the investment decision is responsible for ESG 

integration. What turned out to be common amongst pension funds is that portfolio 

managers have important role as they are often responsible of ESG integration in 

practice. Otherwise the methods are diverse. Some pension funds have company-wide 

procedures but some pension funds give more discretion to personnel making the 

investment decisions. 

 

 

3.4.1 Different asset classes 

 

Many respondents from interviewed pension institutions argue that obvious differences 

exist between asset classes, and thus different asset classes are introduced separately 

in their RI policies. One interviewee from public pension fund discusses that 

  

“Asset classes are explained separately in their new RI instructions, since the 

approaches and tools vary a lot between classes. However, sustainable 

development is still the main idea behind all the approaches.”  
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Another respondent argues that the basic principles are similar across different asset 

classes, and those matters should be considered during investment decision-making. 

Two quite different kind of pension funds add that the approaches also differ a lot 

between direct and indirect investments. Further, according to the interviews it depends 

of the asset class how challenging the RI implementation is.  

 

One respondent argues that in addition to other RI strategies, equity investor may apply 

active ownership which cannot be implemented to other asset classes. A certain 

pension fund claims that equity investing is the easiest way to impact companies. Also, 

unique feature for equities is the possibility to exercise shareholder voting rights 

according to one interviewee, and another one mentions that there is third party 

analysis available for equities. The ease and simplicity of equity investments emerged 

from half of the responses.  

 

Majority of the interviewees mentioned also corporate bonds as relatively easy asset 

class. Two respondents from public pension funds discuss about corporate bonds, 

explaining that integrating ESG analysis to corporate analysis works similarly between 

equities and bonds, thus illustrating the risks and the possibilities of the company. 

Interviewee from private pension fund discusses that the target may still be different.  

 

“When making credit investments, the target is on risk mitigation, while when 

regarding equity investments the goal is on seeking possibilities.”  

 

Another one from private pension fund mentions that impacting is done more with 

equity investments, but in severe cases the pension fund impacts to companies with 

similar principles, no matter if it is a fixed income or equity investment. 
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Only two interviewees, both from large pension funds, explained their RI approach for 

private equity investments. According to first one, private equity is difficult to analyze. 

The respondent adds that evaluating the responsibility of private companies globally is 

not possible to accomplish internally by the pension institution. Therefore, they must 

rely on the management teams of private equity funds and other intermediates, and 

build trust to them. Another respondent argues that although private companies do not 

report so actively themselves, and external information and analysis about them is also 

lacking, they still conduct own surveys and analyses.  

 

Pension funds in general seem to follow Tela’s (2014a, 3) recommendation regarding 

fund investments. One pension fund discusses about funds, and mentions that indirect 

investments' ESG issues are also managed indirectly by studying fund manager's 

policy. According to the interviews, majority of the respondents acknowledge that 

evaluation of fund manager is crucial part of RI analysis. Fund’s portfolio managers are 

being interviewed and fund’s prospectus and investment strategy are carefully 

examined during the investment process according to data from interviews. One 

pension fund has also surveys with ESG issues for fund managers, and uses ESG 

related side letters in some asset classes. One pension fund requires reliability from 

the team managing fund's assets. A representative from another pension fund 

illustrates the principles in their manager selection process and argues that fund’s 

portfolio manager is considered as “one of us”. A respondent emphasizes the 

importance of finding the real ideology that portfolio manager has about RI issues, and 

claims that the formal policy might not be that useful as it may be written by another 

person than portfolio manager. Fund ESG policies are also argued to be part of 

marketing practices according to one interviewee. On more practical level, one pension 

fund argues that it has been using minimum criteria about ESG issues for funds since 

last year. Considering fund’s target investments, one interviewee claims there is no 

difference between asset classes such as equity and credit. Two pension funds explain 

that RI issues are managed similarly in private equity and real estate funds.  
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In comparison, certain private pension institution argues that equity funds are quite 

easy compared to hedge funds which have no uniform model. RI approaches to hedge 

funds differ among pension institutions. A certain public pension fund does not consider 

RI issues when investing to hedge funds, whereas another public pension fund focuses 

on the team managing the fund. One private pension fund explains that they pay 

attention to due diligence. Some of the respondents illustrate the challenges regarding 

hedge funds, as one interviewee calls hedge funds black boxes, and another one adds 

that they do not have coherent mode of operation and that methods vary a lot between 

different hedge funds. 

 

According to some interviewees from unequal pension funds, real estate investments 

differ much from other asset classes. One respondent argues that they have recently 

published a responsibility policy for real estates. Another respondent discusses that 

environmental issues are important regarding real estate, and one interviewee 

mentions three other special factors, which are: location, energy efficiency, health of 

the buildings. 

 

From all assets, derivatives seem to be the most challenging topic regarding the RI 

perspective. A respondent from one private pension fund discusses that ESG 

classification for corporates covers derivative contracts that have a single corporate as 

an underlying. Another private pension fund explains that if the underlying is equity, 

same ESG criteria apply to derivative contracts than direct equity investments. 

Nevertheless, active ownership tools do not apply since derivative investor does not 

own the company, and the other interviewee mentions the pension fund does not begin 

impact process due to derivative investments. Except for derivatives having corporate 

as underlying, other derivative products are outside of the public RI strategy of one 

private pension fund. The respondent argues that academic papers give contradictory 

results for example about commodity derivatives from ESG perspective, but explains 

that they have examined the topic. In general derivatives are described as difficult. A 
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certain pension fund discusses that derivative investments are made with short 

investment horizon and consequently related ESG risks are not similar than long period 

investments have. One more aspect is whether the purpose of the derivative contract 

is hedging or speculating. One interviewee public pension fund speculates whether a 

contract per se can be classified as responsible or irresponsible, and raises the idea of 

evaluating ESG risks of the counterparty of derivative contract.  

 

To summarize the findings about RI within different asset classes, there seems to be 

several factors influencing the approach that pension funds have. Equities and bonds 

were mentioned as easiest asset classes, whereas derivatives are rarely considered in 

ESG policies. Hedge funds are defined complex, and real estate investments are 

mentioned as totally different from other asset classes when analyzing responsibility. 

There seems to be a clear difference between direct and indirect investments. For 

example, pension providers cannot influence fund investments as easily as companies 

they own via direct equity investments. Further, the results suggest that there is more 

coherence within Finnish pension funds’ RI policies when the asset class is defined as 

easy. The approaches seem to vary more within more challenging asset classes. 

 

3.4.2 Exclusion and best-in-class 

 

Considering different RI strategies, all pension funds can use exclusion technique, but 

the criteria they are using varies (see table 3). All public pension funds have defined 

some assets to be excluded, and two of three public pension funds mention that they 

are using assistance of external service providers. GES assists one of the funds and 

screens the portfolio twice a year and another pension fund uses screening services 

from Ethix. Large pension institutions’ exclusion lists focus mainly to weapons, whereas 

otherwise the approach varies.  
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Table 3. Exclusion lists of Finnish pension providers 
Private 
pension 
fund 

Public 
pension 
fund 

Private 
pension 
fund 

Private 
pension 
fund 

Public 
pension fund 

Public 
pension fund 

no 
exclusion 
list 

inhumane 
weapons 

Anti-
personnel 
mines 

Cigarette, 
Nuclear 
weapons   
 

Cigarette, 
alcohol,  
adult 
entertainment, 
gambling 

cigarette, 
alcohol, 
weapons, 
adult 
entertainment, 
gambling, 
(energy) 

 
 

Institution who invests mainly to funds, discusses about challenges it is facing 

compared to direct investments. It explains the decisions must be done when the 

investment is made. One pension fund argues they do not have predefined exclusion 

list. Exclusion is still possible based on severe offences regarding international norm 

screening results. Another pension fund explains they have investment categories that 

require permission to be invested in, and some categories might be restricted. 

Additionally, they have risk based screening and Global Compact international norms 

affecting investment decision-making. One interviewee lists criteria they use for 

negative screening, which are different conventions and agreements, ILO and OECD 

policies and UN Declaration of human rights. He/she is guessing that Finnish pension 

funds would use quite similar criteria for negative screening. 

 

 

On the contrary to exclusion technique, pension funds can favor companies that are 

particularly responsible. Generally speaking, public pension providers prefer best-in-

class technique or they are going to implement system that prefers that technique. On 

the other hand, private pension providers have slightly different view as they think they 

come to favor RI anyway. 

One public pension fund explains that if potential investments have similar financial 

figures, then they favor the one with better defined responsibility or the one that 
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matches their vision of responsibility. A representative of that pension fund adds that a 

company known for its responsibility is a strong candidate, and  

 

“it is safer from our point of view as then we do not end up to headlines”. 

 

Another respondent from private institution argues that if investment target's ESG risks 

are low, it enhances the overall rating and thus they favor companies with lower risks. 

One interviewee argues they favor responsible companies in general. Yet it depends 

of the sector, as the criteria is not that relevant in all of them. Certain public pension 

fund differs from many other funds as the representative discusses they are not 

favoring responsible companies currently, but in the future, it is very likely. They are 

developing practices to follow carbon footprint of their portfolio and consequently they 

might favor the best-in-class companies within industries. Respondents discuss about 

different methods for evaluating responsibility. Certain pension fund explains that the 

evaluation of responsibility is integrated to investment processes. One interviewee from 

private pension fund brings up the classifications they have, and argues that they favor 

the better if they avoid the worst. Another respondent argues their evaluation is based 

on third party ESG analysis which they complement with company interviews, and 

thereby constructing the overall rating. Considering externally managed assets, one 

interviewee discusses they favor asset managers who do this type of analysis, evaluate 

the responsibility in the industry and then pick the strongest amongst the companies. 
 

Majority of the interviewed pension funds have invested to products specialized to RI. 

According to Woods and Urwin (2010, 9) they would thus be on the next level of 

sustainable investing. One public pension fund does not have any investments focused 

solely to RI, but five other institutions have invested to different types of RI products, 

such as green bonds or various funds. Those funds focusing on RI include equity index 

or private equity funds or bond funds.  

One public institution is going to establish a new unit that will plan and standardize RI's 

role in the future, but the unit will not be making investments. One private pension fund 
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highlights they already have one person unit coordinating RI, that is to say they have 

the RI specialist. Three other institutions are not planning to establish RI units or funds, 

and two of them explain their approach is to implement RI via portfolio managers and 

their investment processes. One person from private institution even argues it could be 

reckoned as green washing if an institutional investor has a RI unit. A certain 

respondent public pension fund discusses that during the years they have thought 

about establishing a fund, but argues that it might be difficult. He/she mentions several 

challenges related to regulation, public status and practical level issues such as size of 

the fund being established, but continues that perhaps one day they realize the plan. 

The results of this study are similar to one Franch and Vivó (2009, 50) have conducted 

among Spanish corporate pension funds, thus it is not common to plan establishing 

own RI funds. However, Anson (2005, 41) has recommended institutions to establish 

separate portfolios for different purposes.  
 

3.4.3 Impact investment and active ownership 

 

From among applicable RI strategies, impact investment is yet rare amongst Finnish 

pension funds. The interviews illustrated that five of six pension funds are not 

participating in impact investment projects. One divergent public pension fund has 

invested to microloan fund, which it explains to be impact investments, and plans to 

make another similar indirect investment to preserve impact investments in their 

portfolio. One pension provider argues they are not participating in impact investing 

projects, although they do not have any reason. Some interviewees mention they are 

impacting via Finsif and theme investments such as clean tech, and together with other 

investors to sustainable development companies. Impact investing is rather new topic 

in Finland, which is supported by the evidence from the interviews. Majority of the funds 

explain they do not have impact investments. One pension fund discusses they have a 

member in Sitra's project which aims to build an ecosystem for impact investing in 

Finland. This finding is encouraging as Eurosif (2012, 7) suggested that large asset 

managers together can influence certain industry via financing decisions. Interviewees 
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mention couple of reasons for why impact investing is not common amongst them. 

Related projects are still quite rare in Finland and for public pension funds it is 

challenging topic in general, as targets for public money is so easy to assign and 

responsible choices are based on personal values. One interviewee explains their task 

in the pension system is to generate return to assets and for that reason they cannot 

participate to charity projects that aim to benefit society instead of financial returns. 

Another interviewee adds that if there was economically good investment, they could 

emphasize that part for PR reasons.  
 

 

All pension funds define themselves as active owners, which is also one of the RI 

strategies. 2 representatives from different private pension providers argue that voting 

at general meetings is not common in Finland and it is thus rare to exercise voting 

rights. Certain pension fund argues that if the voting is organized, they will exercise 

their voting rights. Same representative adds that this year for the first time they sent a 

letter about their concerns in advance to one company. Majority of public pension funds 

argue that companies’ plan to raise board bonuses significantly is a potential issue to 

vote about. One interviewee explains they exercise voting rights personally in Finland 

and use the assistance of external service provider abroad. Several funds have their 

ownership policies available online.  The most transparent pension fund explains they 

have all the votes they have participated listed on their public web site. One interviewee 

argues that impacting is typically done before general meeting. One public pension 

fund argues they are by default a small owner and therefore they do not have significant 

impact in votes. They have also decided not to have members in boards.  

 

"Someone might say we are too passive owners, but that way has merits as 

well."  

 

Active ownership in context of externally managed investments has some unique 

features. Pension investors mostly review the fund managers' policies when choosing 

the fund and meanwhile discuss about RI strategies. Thus, it is also common to instruct 
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managers at some level concerning decisions. One pension fund explains that they use 

both methods, delegate the decision-making and provide guidance to the asset 

managers. Another pension fund argues it could be a deal breaker if a fund lacks RI 

policy or the policy would be contradictory to the one pension fund has. Certain 

interviewee illustrates their policy and explains that if a fund has invested to companies 

having very low ratings, pension fund may discuss about those investments with the 

manager, but cannot request the manager to sell them because they are not that 

significant owner in the fund. One pension fund mentions that in Finland they are 

impacting companies themselves, but abroad impacting is outsourced to Swedish 

organization GES. This pension fund does not have externally managed mandates. 

One interviewee explains several things about their ownership policy. Before deciding 

to invest in certain fund, they must learn and accept what the fund is doing and what 

not. Further, it is not unconditional request to participate to general meetings, instead 

they should consider the resources. Considering external mandates, they have 

included RI issues in contracts, and they are monitoring the progress quarterly. They 

have guidance that they can give to managers, and according to respondent they have 

had lucrative conversations with some managers who have consequently started to 

develop their own operations. According to the interviews, it is common to instruct asset 

managers at some level regarding the RI strategies. Thereby it seems that pension 

funds have adopted one of Woods’ and Urwin’s (2010, 8) proposals for developing a 

sustainable investment strategy 

 

3.4.4 Collaboration 

 

Two pension providers tell they do not have direct cooperation with other institutions, 

and not any other respondent tell they would have. One exception is the private pension 

fund that has recently suggested cooperation to one of its competitors. All institutions 

discuss about collaboration via Finsif, and one interviewee from public pension fund 

highlights that 
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“The best way to collaborate in Finland is via Finsif. – people exchange their 

ideas nicely there”. 

 

Tela is also brought to discussion by most of the large pension funds. Two funds have 

a member in Finsif's board. One respondent mentions that via Finsif they organize 

events and seminars, and bring experts to Finland. All interviewed organizations are 

members of Tela. Tela is said to manage media issues, and pension funds together 

created the RI recommendations for pension industry with the assistance of Tela. 

Additionally, two pension funds mention they are impacting via GES. One interviewee 

mentions that pension institutions have members in Nomination Boards. Two 

respondents from large pension funds discuss that they are having conversations and 

informal networking with other institutions. Another one adds that they are networking 

more on personal level, and not on institutional level.  

 

Pension funds are facing different challenges when considering collaboration. A 

respondent from private sector pension fund discusses that in Finland cooperation is 

sometimes difficult. One public pension fund representative supports that idea and 

argues that  

 

“Private sector (pension funds) -- compete against each other, which makes 

potential cooperation rather sensitive issue.” 

 

Another private pension fund representative mentions lack of relevant personnel to 

cooperate with. The representative continues that they previously had a case that was 

not successful, and therefore they need assistance from others. Further, he/she argues 

that sharing information regarding single case would not cause any disadvantage 

between competitors. A representative from another pension institution argues that 

pension institutions have been cooperating considering financial questions, but not 

when RI issues have been in question. However, it is becoming more relevant. 
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Although Sievänen et al. (2013, 212) as well as Urwin (2011, 26) recommend 

collaboration with other pension institutions, the results of this study did not show that 

Finnish pension funds would be very active in searching network benefits and other 

advantage by cooperating with each other. 

 

 

3.5 Analyzing responsibility 
 

Interviewees were asked about their conception of how RI influences to the return and 

risk level of investments. Most of the pension funds suggest that RI lowers risks, and 

many of them suppose that RI may perhaps increase the returns. One public fund 

argues that risk/return ratio would improve, and another public fund believes that 

risk/return-universe and the way people think about it is changing. One interviewee 

suggests that at least the returns are not decreasing, and another one adds that RI 

might increase the returns if the company being invested in has sustainable strategy. 

Certain public pension fund explains they have a superficial RI policy and thus they are 

not able to measure the impact on returns. However, the risk mitigation effect is 

obvious, if considering the public image of the pension fund.  

 

Several pension funds are discussing about RI’s impact on pricing. Two respondents 

suggest that ESG issues might be already considered in stock prices, but the third one 

argues that pricing could include mistakes as well. Another interviewee expects that 

the way investments are priced on the markets is going to change. Three interviewees 

from different pension funds are discussing that it depends of the chosen strategy and 

what you do. A certain respondent discusses that avoiding irresponsible targets has an 

impact, but continues that as large companies are actively analyzed, the potential for 

price increase might be smaller. The interviewee adds that therefore thematic RI funds 

are investing to mid-size companies to find more cases where price might rise. A 
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representative from another private organization explains that new products and 

opportunities might raise the risk level and returns. Nevertheless, the interviewee 

argues their pension fund has more conservative approach. Consequently, they 

analyze things more thoroughly which lowers the risks but perhaps does not increase 

the returns. However, the weakest companies are excluded and that way the returns 

might rise. One private pension fund believes their strategy has positive effect, or at 

least neutral. Their respondent argues that excluding sin sectors for ethical reasons 

has impacted negatively (to returns) in the past, whereas the impact in the future is not 

sure, but if you exclude whole sectors, it will have negative effect. Furthermore, making 

significant changes to the profile of the portfolio would increase the risks. Their strategy 

to lower risks might have positive effect, but it depends how well you can do it. The 

interviewee yet mentions that research is controversial, but the consensus is that it 

does not have disadvantages if it is not exclusion of the whole sector. 

 

On more general level one public pension provider discusses how climate change, coal 

and fossil fuel issues are impacting global economy and capital markets, no matter 

what the cause behind them is. Further, because of public debate, irresponsible 

activities affect quickly corporate value and sin stocks' excess return compared to 

others is disappearing, because investors do not want to take a risk being involved in 

irresponsible company. Another respondent gives an example of positive change when 

investing in a company with possibilities for development. As the investor is impacting 

successfully the company and others notice it, the company value increases. However, 

the timing is important.  

 

Analyzing ESG-factors’ impact to growth, productivity or risk management of the 

companies being your investment targets seemed to be rather complex according to 

some interviewed pension funds. One interviewee from a certain public pension fund 

admits that it is  
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“kind of a matter of faith, but one should have an analytical approach to it” and 

that “own intuition should tell us whether to believe in certain people or company“  

 

However, two private pension funds explain with concrete examples how they analyze 

things questioned. One respondent discusses that external analysis is adjusted 

according to the materiality of the issue.  Risks are divided to instant economical risks 

and reputational risks. Sometimes they must weigh between the importance of ESG 

risks and possibilities of a certain investment target. Person whose focus is on RI issues 

analyses somewhat more ESG risks while portfolio managers concentrate more on the 

potential return from ESG issues. Other institution analyses how a company manages 

risks linked to different ESG factors and evaluates sustainability of company's strategy. 

According to interviewee, company's strategy should be sustainable on long horizon, 

and if it is not, risks are probably too big. ESG integration is described as adding ESG 

analysis to fundamental analysis and then defining whether the issues are considered 

in the valuation already. There are significant differences between sectors, for instance 

environmentally bound companies have larger risks, and on certain geographical areas 

the governance issues are important. The respondent adds that equity investor must 

analyze whether ESG risks are regarded in equity price. If the risks are in prices, it 

could be a good investment. 

 

Two public pension funds mention they evaluate the companies by having 

conversations with them, while two private pension providers are analyzing companies 

themselves or with assistance of external analysis. Two funds discuss about the 

differences between sectors and how it affects what the area of interest is. To 

summarize these findings, it seems that some pension funds have more developed 

methods for evaluation while others trust more on their intuition. 
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This study’s findings about financial RI performance measurement techniques were 

quite weak. Not any of the pension funds defined a concrete way to measure the 

performance of their RI strategy. One interviewee from public pension fund argues they 

do not measure RI performance, and two others from private pension funds discuss 

they have considered the possibilities to measure RI performance, but admit it is a 

difficult question. One private pension fund discusses the difficulty of measurement, 

and explains it is impossible to separate the result of RI strategy, as they have 

integrated RI in their investment processes. One argues there is no academic research 

on this topic. RI performance is difficult to quantify, but certain interviewee speculates 

that the result of negative screening would be possible to measure. Nevertheless, 

he/she adds that the result from exclusions they have done would not be significant. 

One private pension fund admits they must believe in RI at this stage, but they should 

somehow evaluate the share of RI in the whole investment result. This study was 

unable to demonstrate any concrete technique for measuring the result of RI strategy, 

although earlier study of Graaf and Slager (2009, 75) had recommended soft 

performance attribution.  

 

Pension funds were also asked about non-financial benefits of responsible 

investments. One interviewee suggests that benefits are significant, but no one can 

give any exact value of the benefits. On the other hand, two respondents discuss that 

everything is eventually measurable by monetary terms. Further, one public pension 

fund classifies non-financial return as charity, and thus a very sensitive question. This 

interviewee adds that  

 

“RI’s starting point is to generate good (financial) return.”  

 

This idea is in line with some earlier studies (Himick, 2010; Woods & Urwin, 2010) 

suggesting that extra-financial goals are conflicting with the fiduciary duty of pension 

trustees. 
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A certain respondent from private pension fund lists things that are not generating 

financial returns instantly, but are benefitting investor in the long run: reputational 

things, job satisfaction, environmental wellbeing and climate change prevention. On the 

opposite side one interviewee from public pension fund argues that irresponsible 

activities by corporates become expensive to them, but are costly to society as well. 

Other one mentions that if public image suffers, it causes financial costs. A certain 

private pension fund interviewee with risk management perspective argues that  

 

“it is beneficial if it does not cause harm”.  

 

According to previous comments, pension funds seem to pay attention to the quality of 

returns, which was discussed earlier in the literature review (Sethi, 2005, 105). 

 

One interviewee from private pension fund gives example of large US based index 

funds that can manipulate whole society through corporates they own, at least in theory. 

The person adds that this would possibly be the irresponsible option when nothing else 

than money matters. Additionally, considering the question of non-financial benefits, it 

is possible to get the result one wishes due to different aspects and measurement 

techniques. 

 

A representative from one private pension fund argues that RI’s popularity is a result 

from the fact that large institutional investors own significant part of society and if they 

would consider only financial matters, it would have negative side effects. One 

interviewee from public pension fund discusses that consequences from corporates’ 

irresponsible activities may be far-reaching and influence also society as well as 

government. In addition, other one from private pension fund suggests that it would be 

necessary to encourage society to pursue good ESG performance.  
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Despite obvious impact, perhaps no one can measure the monetary amount. One 

institution admits they are not doing this, although they have unofficial discussions. Not 

any pension fund describes any concrete measurement techniques on non-financial 

returns. 

 

To discuss about one specific example of how Interviewees analyze their ESG risks, 

they told about carbon footprinting. All the interviewed pension funds have measured 

the carbon footprint of their fund. However, calculation and data collection methods as 

well as coverage of the examinations are varying significantly between the 

respondents. Three of the interviewed pension funds mention they have signed the 

Montreal Pledge (two private and one public pension fund). Two interviewees from 

rather different pension funds describe they have calculated carbon footprint 

themselves, while four funds mention they have calculated the carbon footprint entirely 

or partly with assistance of third parties, and one particularizes they used expertize of 

Southpool. Many of the interviewees define the calculations that covered only some 

parts of the portfolio, more often direct equity investments. One admits that the data 

collection process was complicated. One that mentioned they calculated the footprint 

themselves, added that the future target is that all companies in the portfolio would 

report the footprint and pension fund would not have to do it. One interviewee argues 

it would be worth focusing on the future carbon footprint, and what it would be after 10 

- 15 years. One of the funds published the results on their web pages. Those who 

signed the Montreal Pledge are committed to report their portfolio's carbon footprint 

once every year in the future. Two others also mention they have plans to develop 

carbon footprint reporting. Based on these diverse results, it seems that more 

coherence and perhaps reporting standards for carbon footprinting would be useful in 

the future so that Finnish pension funds would be more comparable with each other. 
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3.6 Organizing responsible investment in pension institution 
 

All pension funds explain that RI is part of their investment processes and that portfolio 

managers are responsible for practical implementation. The described arrangement is 

consistent with the ideas of Graaf and Slager (2009, 75), who suggested that 

investment staff assists CIO in the execution of different investment strategies. All 

private pension funds have one specialist coordinating RI, either full-time or in addition 

to portfolio management tasks. Thus it seems that private pension funds have quite 

uniform way to organize RI. However, the responses suggest that there are various 

manners to organize RI within public pension funds. One of them is the most organized 

within all pension funds as that institution has both RI specialist and RI steering group. 

On the contrary one does not mention they would have a RI steering group or a RI 

specialist. The third public pension fund has only a RI steering group.  

 

One interviewee argues they do not have any separate unit in charge of RI, and not 

any other respondents discuss that they would have that kind of unit. One respondent 

explains that in that pension fund the management controls RI practices that are part 

of everyone's job description. Overall, it seems that pension institutions in Finland have 

not organized RI activities in a manner that has been recommended by earlier research 

(Graaf & Slager, 2009, 76). 

 

To discuss about practical tasks, one respondent from public pension fund explains 

that RI related tasks are evaluation of new investments, monitoring of the existing 

portfolio and mechanisms to react to findings. A certain private pension provider argues 

that the practical work is done within different asset classes. For instance, the person 

responsible for private equity is also responsible for RI within private equity. Another 

respondent from private sector explains their real estate team is organizing RI 

implementation quite independently compared to other asset classes. RI specialist 
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assists other asset classes, and as they have relatively small organization the specialist 

can give personal advice to portfolio managers and organize training to them if needed. 

Another RI specialist from private pension fund argues that his/her role is to make 

others think, and still respect the professionals as the respondent explains that  

 

“In practice, I oversee the coordination and development (of RI). - - There are 

people with at least 10-15 years of experience, so if I try to tell them what to do, 

it comes to an end quite quickly.”  

 

One respondent discusses that resources may be a problem, and therefore some 

analysis can be bought from external service provider. Yet the interviewee adds that it 

is not a big challenge, and external analysis might be high-quality as well.  

 

Interviewees also discuss how they cooperate with companies they have invested in, 

or external service providers. One public pension fund describes an example of how 

part of impacting cases will never be published to media because the issues are so 

sensitive for the target company. On the contrary impacting projects managed by GES 

are public by default. A certain RI specialist from public pension fund describes a tool 

for developing RI.  

 

“Once a year we send all asset managers an ESG survey. It is quite good 

template for kind of development discussion, which makes it easier to compare 

the managers. It is really interesting to managers themselves as well.” 
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One interviewee argues that small funds have small resources, and thus they must 

outsource many projects although PRI rating would be better if institutions managed 

the projects themselves.  

 

Pension funds’ approaches to RI linked to risk management seem to be of all kinds, 

and there is obvious but surprising difference between public and private pension 

funds. For public pension providers, responsible investment equals risk management 

while for private pension funds it is something they do not consider as risk management 

or it is under review how RI could be made of use in risk management. Two public 

funds define it more clearly, one as a part of risk management plan and other as a part 

of risk assessment, and the latter interviewee tells that 

 

“Internal audit - - has reviewed our RI policy two times from different 

perspectives.”  

 

On the contrary, one interviewee from private pension fund argues that  

 

“RI cannot be particularly attached to risk management - - but pension funds 

have strict risk management - - so nothing else is really needed there.”  

 

Two private pension funds also mention that middle office is responsible for that kind 

of risk management duties. Although previous literature recommends involvement of 

risk management department (Graaf & Slager, 2009, 76), findings from this study could 

not demonstrate that Finnish pension funds would have orderly combined risk 

management to RI. However, the results were contradictory. 
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What comes to RI implementation to software level, practices vary a lot between 

pension funds. No coherence could be observed within public or private pension funds 

or within large or small pension funds. Two interviewees discuss about their 

approaches considering RI issues brought to software level. One private pension fund 

representative describes their system that shows RI aspects besides the performance 

figures. Another person from private pension fund lists they have PRI signatories in 

portfolio management software, and ESG-analysis added to company analysis and 

esg-reporting added to portfolio analysis. 

 

In certain private pension fund RI issues are analyzed in Bloomberg, and some related 

information is searched from web pages, but that institution does not have RI matters 

in their internal system.  One interviewee from public pension fund is not sure whether 

they have RI considered in asset class specific software, and another one argues that 

this question is relevant only in connection to listed equity and bonds. 

 

None of the interviewees mention they would have RI issues considered in their trading 

platforms. One does not execute trades at all because of the portfolio consists of 

externally managed investments solely. Nevertheless, one respondent argues that in 

the future responsible activities may spread to trading platforms as well, and it can 

affect whole institutional investing. 

 

Considering the earlier study that suggested pension funds to be active in developing 

the concept of RI (Sethi, 2005, 99), encouraging results were found in this study. For 

instance, many different interviewed institutions mention they follow international 

development of RI. According to one public pension fund, that is in order to cope with 

new challenges emerging from continuously changing environment. Additionally, some 

institutions observe what the best responsible investors are doing, what are the 

initiatives other investors are participating, and continuously develop their own 
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practices correspondingly. One channel to receive plenty of quiet knowledge is via GES 

according to one respondent.   

 

One pension fund explains that they implement best practices in the industry. The 

respondent adds that the portfolio managers and other staff members are involved from 

the beginning a new tool is implemented, what reduces the need for training and that 

way the staff is more likely to continue using the new tool. RI specialist saves time and 

will not execute inappropriate solutions. 

 

Several pension providers discuss about developing RI by reforming their policies. One 

respondent from public pension fund argues that after current renewing process of their 

RI policy, the policy will be more complete on RI issues, but still not in detail. Another 

public pension fund explains about their continuous development of RI policy and that 

the policy is approved by the Board of Directors approximately every 5 years. A certain 

respondent from private pension fund argues they have recently published a new 

corporate responsibility program. 

 

Following statements agree with Sievänen’s (2014, 310) comment that interest to RI in 

pension institutions is growing. One public pension fund explains that one task of the 

highest management is to develop RI, and the institution has defined an objective to be 

the leader of RI in Finland. A respondent from another public pension fund mentions 

the new unit is supposed to seek new trends. The interviewee discusses that in their 

RI strategy  

 

“The RI steering group has a central role and in practice it coordinates and 

develops these (RI) activities. - - The group should consist of people who work 

in positions where they know how to implement RI in the investment processes.”  
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Pension institutions also discuss about practical development projects regarding RI. 

One institution argues they continue with the ESG integration, and another one is 

planning how to improve their PRI-results. One fund argues they started to work with 

their climate change strategy last year and they wish to have new guidance ready by 

the summer. One pension provider has a website dedicated to responsibility. On that 

website, this institution has objectives and indicators, and demonstrations that they will 

develop investment processes, ownership policy and PRI reporting.  

 

Besides, another interviewee from public pension fund argues that if they face a new 

financial crisis, it affects RI. Because of a crisis, development projects may suffer, and 

they can be put aside for years. Previous comment is somewhat surprising, as earlier 

research (Woods & Urwin, 2010, 1) has suggested that financial crisis has acted as an 

incentive for pension funds to reform their investment strategies. 
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4 Summary and Conclusions 
 

This study’s aim was to refine our current understanding of Finnish pension institutions’ 

strategies of responsible investing. Additionally, aim was to find answers to two sub-

questions: What are the drivers and impediments of responsible investment strategies? 

How the strategies differ from each other?  Motivating driver of this study was young 

and developing RI industry, which is still facing some prejudice within institutional 

investors. On the other hand, institutional investors are facing pressure to emphasize 

RI for example from the media and retail sector. This setup with confusing RI concepts 

seemed to be in need for additional research, and not least in Finland. 

 

The research method was qualitative, which seemed to be reasonable choice as the 

data is limited, RI industry is quite young and the concepts are developing. The study 

consists of two parts, literature review and empirical research. The literature review 

studied the trends in RI both in Finland and internationally. The focus of the literature 

review was on institutional investors, especially pension funds. The sample of this study 

consists of interviews of representatives from six Finnish pension funds, which are 

managing either private or public sector pensions. Personal interviews were selected 

as method for data collection, as it is a way to potentially gain deeper knowledge about 

the issue. Six persons working partly or entirely with RI issues were interviewed face 

to face, one from each organization. 

 

4.1 Responses to research questions 

Drivers and impediments of responsible investment  

Most of different pension funds mention general opinions and awareness about RI as 

drivers for RI. However, prejudice is mentioned as impediment, thus it seems that 

attitudes might affect either enhancing or hindering the development of RI. According 
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to this study, all interviewed pension funds seem to be developing their RI practices. 

The results also suggest that some pension funds have linked RI to corporate core 

values, and one is planning to raise RI to strategic level. Majority of the pension funds 

suggest that RI lowers the risks and might increase the returns. They also seem to 

believe in the potential to better public image, as well as possibility to impact to society’s 

wellbeing. However, to make responsible investing mainstream amongst Finnish 

pension funds, yet many challenges should be defeated. Some findings from this study 

suggest that pension funds do not always have genuine reasons behind RI. For 

example, the goal for RI can be PR and winning so called beauty contest among 

pension providers. In fact, two of three large pension providers argue that PR 

possibilities are driving RI. Further, financial return seems to be pension funds’ main 

focus and non-financial returns and impact investment are sometimes considered as 

charity. This study suggests that Finnish regulators should participate more intensively 

to this process of emphasizing RI. Also, pension funds seem to be waiting for RI 

markets and products to develop more. Further, financial theories should include ESG 

factors, and consequently universities should educate finance with RI perspective. Two 

of three public pension funds argue that the highest management is not supporting RI. 

The results suggest that there would be link between management opinions and 

practical RI activities within organizations. Those respondents, who mention 

management committed to RI, also describe somewhat more sophisticated RI 

approaches. Table 4 shows an overview of the impediments and drivers of RI. 
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Table 4. Recognized challenges, impediments, possibilities and drivers for 
responsible investment 

Impediments Prejudice, especially from the top management 
& Tendency to seek only financial returns 

challenges Short-termism 
 Thought that ESG decreases the profits 
 Defining what is responsible is difficult 
 Lack of suitable investment products 
 Lack of resources in the organization 
 Finding relevant information is difficult 
 Corporate responsibility reports are unreliable 
 Lack of university level education on RI  

Drivers External pressure 
 Committed top management in the pension fund 
 Increasing corporate reporting and data quality 
 Increasing knowledge in ESG issues both internally and externally 
 Finding ESG related cases that are financially material 

Possibilities Better public image and reputation for pension fund 
 PR, marketing 
 Possibility for better investment returns and lower risks 
 Possibility to influence to Finnish society and its wellbeing 
 Possibility to enhance corporates' good governance and 

responsibility 
 

Differences of RI strategies 

The study suggests that RI strategies are implemented in various ways amongst 

pension funds. For example, although all institutions can use exclusion technique, the 

criteria they are using vary. Also there seem to be differences considering whether 

these investors are favoring responsible investments or not. Majority of the pension 

funds are not participating in impact investment projects, however, one public pension 

fund has impact investments via fund. Half of the interviewed funds do not have plans 

to establish units or own funds concentrating to RI, but the rest have had some plans 

to organize RI that way. Varying organizational and personal values are impacting RI 

practices, and as pension funds have global portfolios, cultural differences are affecting 

as well. What is considered irresponsible in Finland might not be irresponsible in some 
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other culture. Some pension funds have RI specialist or RI steering group, while in 

some organizations RI issues are being managed by for instance portfolio managers 

together with their other tasks. Further, from risk management perspective, pension 

funds’ approaches seem to vary remarkably. For public pension funds RI is tightly 

connected to risk management, while private pension funds mainly do not consider RI 

as part of risk management. To illustrate one kind of RI analysis, this study collected 

data about carbon footprinting. All pension funds have measured the carbon footprint 

of their portfolio. However, it seems that those calculations are not comparable because 

of differing methods. Further, not all the institutions have published their carbon 

footprint estimates. It seems that ESG analysis such as carbon footprinting requires 

more coherence. This study also suggests that Finnish pension funds do not have 

uniform practices considering RI implementation on software level. 

 

RI strategies of Finnish pension funds 

Findings of this study imply that responsible investment is developing and still partly 

confused concept. All interviewed pension funds can be described as responsible 

investors, however, some have more sophisticated and developed practices than 

others. All of the six funds are signatories of UN PRI, and they all have some kind of RI 

principals. In addition to UN PRI guidance, several specific international conventions 

are followed by these institutions. Many pension funds have linked responsibility to their 

company’s core values.  

 

This study suggests that general approach is responsibility being part of investment 

decision-making. Responsibility is part of investment and monitoring processes, and 

pension funds are discussing about responsibility with companies being investment 

targets. All pension funds define themselves as active owners, but they rarely exercise 

shareholder voting rights since voting at general meetings is not common in Finland. 

However, it is common to instruct external fund managers at some level concerning 
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active ownership related decisions. Other RI strategies that some of the pension funds 

in Finland are using are ESG integration, impacting and investor incentives. 

 

Majority of interviewed pension funds have investments in products specialized to RI 

according to evidence from this study. When implementing RI on practical level, 

portfolio managers seem to have important role. Findings of this study strongly suggest 

that different asset classes have considerably unequal approaches on practical level 

RI implementation.  It depends of the asset class how challenging the RI 

implementation is. Further, direct and indirect investments have quite different RI 

approaches. Direct investments, such as equities and bonds are easier to analyze 

whereas externally managed funds, especially hedge funds are more challenging. This 

study revealed that derivatives are rarely considered in RI strategies as they are the 

most complex and difficult instruments from RI perspective. As RI is considered as long 

term risk management, this might suggest there could be deficiencies in risk 

management procedures. 

  

Measuring RI performance seems to be difficult, and this study was unable to 

demonstrate any concrete technique for measuring the result of RI strategy, whether it 

would be financial or non-financial. Nevertheless, some institutions seem to have more 

developed methods for estimating RI performance, while others trust more on their 

intuition. This study also suggests that Finnish pension institutions are implementing RI 

rather independently, and they are not actively cooperating with each other. Yet some 

evidence suggests that there are unofficial conversations between individuals in 

different organizations. 
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4.2 Discussion about findings 
 

Similarities or differences within certain group, regarding the fund size or the sector, 

are attempted to detect in this study. However, in many cases the responses were 

diverse and not any coherence could be observed from the results. Taken together, the 

results of this study could perhaps suggest that Finnish pension funds that are 

managing private sector pensions have quite advanced RI strategy, while some of the 

funds managing public pensions might not have invested that much in RI. Additionally, 

private pension funds seem to have more unified manner to organize RI practices within 

their institutions than public pension funds have. As the pension providers in Finland 

do not have similar starting points (Tela, 2014a,1), it inevitably influences how 

committed they are and can be to RI. The study disclosed potential reasons behind the 

different approaches that public and private pension funds have in certain cases. 

Competition between pension funds appeared as significant factor amongst private 

pension funds, whereas requirements from owners or highest management were 

driving public pension funds’ businesses. According to Sievänen (2014, 319) key 

decision makers may rely on existing information about RI, and thus find it challenging 

and complex issue. The fund and organization size also varies a lot in Finland, and 

naturally it also has an impact on the resources. Further, some evidence from this study 

suggested that smaller pension funds cannot manage RI issues the same way than the 

bigger ones because of their small resources.  

 

Besides, when there was discussion about extra-financial returns or impact investing, 

some interviewees regarded those as charity, which could suggest that pension funds 

still focus on financial returns above all. Potential reason for those opinions can be 

found from the literature. According to Sievänen (2014, 314, 309) impediments to RI 

are linked for instance to financial performance and fiduciary duty. Woods & Urwin 

(2010, 11) described how a portion of financial return is consciously exchanged for 

extra-financial return when the fund has extended sustainable investment mission. That 
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might not be desirable for pension funds. Although earlier research handles investment 

beliefs and investing mission, this study was unable to reveal any information about 

those issues. In contrast, personification was brought to discussion amongst pension 

funds. According to some interviewees, all the decisions and images about service 

providers crystallize in single one decision maker’s mind. Pension funds also try to find 

the person and the particular mindset behind all the brochures of some fund manager 

for example. 

 

The study suggests that several significant challenges, such as lack of suitable 

products and negative attitudes, hinder RI development. According to interviewees, 

Finnish pension funds seem to be waiting for circumstances to get better. In addition to 

RPE, short-termism linked to comparison between pension funds was mentioned as 

challenges. Those are similar impediments to RI that Juravle & Lewis (2008) 

mentioned. Interestingly, results from this study suggest that challenges and 

impediments regarding RI are in practice the same things. However, things seen as 

RI’s possibilities among pension funds are rather different than things driving RI’s 

mainstreaming. A possible explanation for this could be that RI’s possibilities are not 

regarded important enough so that they would drive RI. Evidence suggesting that RI is 

regarded as a means for PR supports that conclusion. 

 

This study revealed clear and surprising difference in risk management practices 

between public and private pension funds. Public pension funds seemed to have 

somewhat similar approach that Jessen (2012, 1839) suggests. He encourages 

pension funds to include ESG criteria to financial modelling in their risk management 

as it may help the funds to define their economic motives to ESG integration while 

fulfilling the responsibilities towards beneficiaries. According to Tela (2014a, 1) private 

sector pension providers must obey the solvency regulations that set the constraints 

for their risk-taking. Thus, those institutions might rely on risk management 

requirements set by laws, while public pension funds could have more diverse way to 
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look at risk management. Potential other reasons could be that public pension funds 

share ideas more with each other than with private pension funds, and vice versa. Or 

maybe RI specialists in private pension funds do not think so actively about their 

organization’s risk management as a whole. Considering different asset classes, the 

RI approaches to hedge funds and derivatives vary a lot among pension providers. 

Then again, many other asset classes, especially direct equity or bond investments, 

are managed rather similarly. Results also suggested that real estate investments are 

quite different than any other asset classes in RI context. 

 

4.3 Value of this study to others 

 

Compared to earlier studies, this study might give more profound picture of Finnish 

pension funds RI strategies and the coverage is perhaps the best of recent studies 

alike. This study includes also the data from the major public sector pension providers, 

which the other studies are lacking. Therefore, academics and the institutions 

themselves can make use of the results provided by this study. Additionally, this study 

might be useful for regulators, since this as well as earlier studies suggest stronger 

regulatory intervention to emphasize RI. Additionally, findings from this study could act 

as useful benchmark for other pension funds and smaller pension trusts. Further, 

considering the public image, maybe media could use this study to publish more facts 

about RI industry. Also, the beneficiaries could benefit as this study enhances the 

transparency of pension institutions investment processes in Finland. 

 

4.4 Limitations 

 

Considering the limitations of this study, some issues should be raised at this point. 

As the data was collected by interviews, there are some weaknesses that are worth 

mentioning. The background of the interviewer may affect the answers, and one must 
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therefore be cautious when making inferences, because the interviewee may have 

wanted to show their company in a good light. Other challenges for conducting the 

study were limited time frame and perhaps restricted access to some information due 

to trade secrets. As the interview consisted mainly of open-ended questions, the results 

include some information that was not covered in the chapter introducing earlier 

research. On the other hand, interviewing that way is a good manner to potentially gain 

some unexpected information, but the results cannot be compared to earlier findings 

which is a disadvantage. Additionally, since the semi-structured interview method is 

more flexible than structured interview, the responses are not completely comparable 

and thus the analysis of the data was difficult. This type of interview requires skills and 

knowledge from the interviewer. Nevertheless, this does not necessarily weaken the 

quality of the study since the person conducting the study is familiar with pension 

institutions’ investment practices in general because she is employed by one of the 

institutions. Interviewees gave positive feedback about interview questions, but as most 

of the questions were derived from the literature, there were some concepts that were 

not familiar for all. That might affect the results of this study. Wide subject and rather 

wide or superficial interview questions can weaken the study as interviewees tended to 

talk about different things, and thus the data is not entirely comparable. Thereby 

generalizability of the results of this study to other situations might be quite weak. 

However, from the interviews it is possible to get vast range of suggestions about the 

general picture of Finnish pension funds’ RI strategies. Yet, considering the fast 

development of RI industry, the results are describing only the moment when the 

interviews were conducted, and they might not give a relevant picture about the past or 

the coming years. The study might therefore be partly outdated already when 

published, which is weakening its value. Besides, it is worth mentioning some 

differences in research data, which are also lowering the comparability and thus 

generalizability of this study. Pension funds that were interviewed were somewhat 

different from each other and some of them must obey different laws and standards. 

For example, public and private pension funds do not have similar competition against 

each other or similar requirements to publish details about their operations. Also, size 

of the fund matters. Because of the fund size, pension providers have unequal 
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resources and thus possibilities to manage RI issues. Further, the research published 

earlier on this topic is often focusing on the markets in the United States, and the 

number of articles about Finnish pension institutions and responsible investing in 

Finland is limited. Lack of earlier research weakens the quality and the adequacy of the 

study.  

 

All in all, the concluding remarks seems to be that every pension fund in Finland has 

rather unique approach to RI when it comes to practical implementation. Some findings 

from this study suggested that pension funds are not always managing RI practices the 

same way that academic literature would recommend. One reason for that might be 

young and still developing RI industry and the academic literature that is one step 

ahead of the institutions. RI might lower risks according to this study, but as some of 

the pension funds in Finland do not have as developed RI strategies than others, could 

that suggest they have deficiencies in their risk management practices? Perhaps those 

funds could use pioneers as examples and develop their RI strategies accordingly. 

 

4.5 Future research 

Bearing in mind that the literature has few controversies, for instance considering the 

concepts of RI, further research is important to reach coherence within the literature 

and thus within the industry. Additionally, techniques for quantitative measurement and 

analysis of RI are yet insufficient, and thus academics should study the possibilities for 

standardized solutions in that area. In the future, it would be of great interest to review 

how the RI strategies develop within Finnish pension funds. Will they be more alike and 

sophisticated? Or in contrast, will they be part of history and non-existent in the coming 

years? Additional research would give some responses to these questions. 
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Appendices 

 

Appendix 1 Interview questions  

 
Basic information 

1. What is your position/task in the organization? 

2. How long have you been in this industry?  

3. How long have you been in this firm? 

4. What is your educational background? 

Responsible investment 

5. How is RI seen in your company? 

6. What possibilities do you think there would be considering RI?  

7. What things are promoting RI in your organization? 

8. What challenges is connected to RI by your opinion? 

9. What things hinder or prevent implementation of RI? 

10. How do you think that RI influences to the return and risk level of investments? 

 

Responsible investment strategies 

11. Describe your RI strategy 

12. How is your RI strategy linked to company’s core values? 

13. How is the idea of universal ownership influencing your RI strategy? 

14. What kind of RI guides is being followed? 

 

Implementing responsible investment to investment strategy 

15. How have you integrated ESG analysis to other investment analysis? 

16. What kind of differences there are between asset classes, considering the 

implementation of RI strategy? 



   
 

17. Do you exclude companies from your portfolio, if it has been detected that they 

do not meet the criteria related to responsibility? Describe the criteria you use 

for scanning the responsibility? 

18. Do you favor companies rated particularly responsible? How do you evaluate 

responsibility in practice? And how is the evaluation linked to your investment 

processes? 

19. Are you participating in impact investment projects? If you are, what kind of 

projects? 

20. Are you active owner, and do you exercise your voting rights actively in general 

meetings? If so, how do you use your voting rights? 

21. Does your portfolio include products specialized to RI? If there is, what kind of 

products?  

22. Do you plan to establish a fund or unit concentrating solely to RI? 

23. Have you delegated active ownership related decision-making to the managers 

in charge of external investments, or do you advice the managers considering 

the decisions? 

24.  What kind of collaboration do you have with other pension institutions? 

 

Analyzing responsibility 

25. How do you analyze ESG-factors’ impact to growth, productivity or risk 

management of the companies being your investment targets? 

26. How do you evaluate the financial result of your RI strategy? 

27. How do you evaluate the non-financial benefits from RI to companies or society? 

28. Have you measured your fund’s carbon footprint? How did you carry out the 

evaluation? 

 

Organizing responsible investment in pension institution 

29. How is RI organized in your organization? 

30. How is RI linked to risk management? 

31. How is RI regarded in software? 



   
 

32. How is your organization developing RI? 
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